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Please Continune On Page 19

Going! 
Going!

Lafayette & King’s 
Island Wrap Up 
Summer’s Prides

If you’ve been waiting for the bitter end 
or just want to get in one more pride this 
Summer, you have two final chances in 
our area as Lafayette/West Lafayette offer 
a new, exciting riparian downtown venue 
and a new date 3rd August for their pride 
and the Cincinnati Community Centre is 
once again offering Pride Night at King’s 
Island Friday 6th September. Both are 
traditionally the “season closers” for this 
area and both are grand opportunities to 
attend with friends and experience a pride 
event with a unique feel.

LAFAYETTE MOVES RIVERSIDE

Cincinnati Soaker

The Southern Midwest’s Largest Gay & Lesbian News Source!

Sunny spirit was everywhere, but Mother Nature had the 
upper hand as the Cincinnati Pride Parade took place 
under stormy skies. Fortunately, the sun showed its hand 
later and the day avoided being a total washout. See more 
of Lori Pike’s photos on Page 58.

This isn’t your uncle’s pride celebration! 
OUTfest 2013 is for the whole family! And 
this year they’re “Bridging the Gap of Di-
versity through Education”--the OUTfest 
2013 theme.  
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Your Vote 
Counts

By Rick Sutton / Political Columnist
Please Continue On Page 22

The Word is published the last week of every month at 110 E. Washington St., Suite 
1402, Indianapolis, 46204. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and fairness, 
the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors. Liability is limited to the cost of  
said ad. Ads not cancelled by published deadlines will be billed at agreed-upon price. 
Ads may be edited or rejected for content at the discretion of the publisher. All items 
appearing in The Word, as well as the name, logos and design are copyright 2013 by 
BBS, A division of High Speed Delivery Fork Ltd. & Ted Fleischaker and may not be 
reproduced in any form without prior written approval. 

Local Phones: Indy: 317/632.8840 * Louisville: 502/454.4877  

e-mail: ted@midwestword.com                               

September Edition
Deadline

™

Tuesday 20th August
Papers On Street:  

Friday 30th August
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Serving OUR Community  
With Legal Services  
For YOUR Unique Needs 
 

 www.bjbairdlaw.com 
bjbaird@bjbairdlaw.com 

 

317.637.2345 

445 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET,  SUITE 401   INDIANAPOLIS, IN  46204 

National Advertising Representative: Rivendell Media, 212/242.6863

SILENCE WAS GOLDEN

Prior to the 26 June historic Supreme Court decision, Indiana Gov. Mike Pence was 
silent about Indiana’s pending Marriage Discrimination Amendment.  And it was a 
nice silence. But that ended 26 June when shortly after the court announcement, the 
governor broke his silence with a stinging nine-paragraph rebuke of civil rights. He 
tried to cloak it in soft words like “respect” but its intent was unmistakable: he’s firmly 
in the camp of right-wing activists who want an Indiana Constitutional Amendment on 
the ballot in 2014. From the last paragraphs of his statement:

“Now that the Supreme Court has had its say on the federal government’s role in 
defining marriage, the people of Indiana should have their say about how marriage is 
understood and defined in our state.

“Given that opportunity, I am confident that Hoosiers will reaffirm our commitment to 
traditional marriage and will consider this important question with civility and respect 
for the values and dignity of all of the people of our state. 

“I look forward to supporting efforts by members of the Indiana General Assembly to 
place a constitutional amendment on the ballot for voter consideration next year.”
   
So there you have it. The hard-right position will be: we now vote on folks’ civil rights.  
The governor’s statement had a ring of superiority and condescension. He looks 
forward to putting the government’s boot heel on our necks, disregarding the existing 
state Defence of Marriage Act. We apparently need a constitutional amendment for 
important issues.  Statutes cannot suffice.

Fine. Then we need an amendment for murder. That’s a lot more important. And 
arson. And rape. The fundamental point of the Windsor decision was lost on the 
good governor.  Government cannot and should not pass laws to reduce the dignity 
and worth of any individual. From this ground-breaking opinion the federal DOMA 
is unconstitutional because of its “…interference with the equal dignity of same-sex 
marriages…The differentiation demeans the couple, whose moral and sexual choices 
the Constitution protects, and whose relationship the State has sought to dignify,” 
Justice Kennedy wrote. “And it humiliates tens of thousands of children now being 
raised by same-sex couples.”
   
That last line has meaning: please read on. And how do we know this is ground-
breaking — from the dissent delivered by Justice Antonin Scalia. Governor Pence: 
you’re hopelessly behind the times on this one. Your tone is judgmental, dismissive 
and disrespectful. It was better when you were quiet.

THE CHILDREN

The blistering reminder that children are affected by these ridiculous laws was 
delivered by none other than Justice Anthony Kennedy. No wild-eyed liberal he: 
appointed by no less than Ronaldus Maximus himself. And in  late March I heard it 
myself.

While sitting in the hallowed supreme court chamber in late March during those 
famous arguments, Justice Kennedy asked about the welfare of those children. He 
cited as his source the Red State Brief. That brief was filed by the equality groups from 
every state that voted for Mitt Romney in 2012. When that strategy was first unveiled, I 
thought it was pleasant, but a waste of time. I’ve rarely been more wrong.  A legal giant 
cited it during oral arguments. And it must’ve stuck: he came back to it during the 
writing of his landmark opinion.
   
And the quick retort from Scalia, delivered verbally from the bench on 26th June …I’m 
told by court attendees that he was sweating, spitting, visibly irate…oh what a pleasant 
picture that must’ve been. He was blunt: he said the Windsor ruling which struck-
down DOMA was prescient: “No one should be fooled; it is just a matter of listening 
and waiting for the other shoe.” 

It was the white flag of surrender. Meanwhile, Governor Pence and his ilk plan to go 
down fighting. A crying shame.  

HE WASN’T ALONE
Both of Indiana’s Republican legislative leaders quickly issued June statements.  
Speaker Brian Bosma and President Pro Tempore David Long each predicted a 
November 2014 referendum on HJR-6. Each was a short, sweet statement that 
didn’t go down the same path as Pence’s. And the legislative leaders’ statements 
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Proudly Presented By:

CONCERT SERIES

CONCERT SERIES

CONCERT SERIES

(800) 526-7223
HoosierPark.com

Good Vibrations • Surfin’ U.S.A. • Kokomo
Tickets starting at $27*

SATURDAY, AUG. 31

Presents:

HOOSIER PARK’S OUTDOOR MUSIC CENTER

*Additional fees may apply. Complete rules available. Management reserves all rights. Must be 21 years or older to enter casino. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

Just minutes North of Indy off I-69 at exit 226 in Anderson.

Tickets are also available at the Hoosier Park Box Office located in 
Shelby’s Gifts or the Indiana Grand Box Office located in The Logo Shop.

ticketmaster.com
(800) 745-3000

(317) 656-7223
HPWinnersCircle.com

Details available at Club Centaur Programs Counter. Must be 18 years or older to enter. Management reserves all rights. Some programs subject to change.

Downtown Indy - Just one block from Monument Circle at 
20 N. Pennsylvania between Washington and Market Streets.

Hoosier Park’s Winner’s Circle Pub, Grille & OTB

Mondays through Fridays from 11 am to 2 pm • Only $9.95!

TRY OUR EXPRESS LUNCH MENU!

Get In On Big Fun Sundays  
and Leave the Travel to Us!

Join us at the Winner’s Circle and travel round-trip to  
Hoosier Park for a day of thrills for only $10!

Your Sunday Packages Includes:
• Round-Trip Bus Transportation

• $10 in FREE Slot Play
• $10 in FREE Dining

Food, Friends, Fun, Horseplay...A Winning Combination!
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www.dirtytease.net

1551 Bardstown Rd.

502-637-4601

Family owned and
operated since 2007

Where you can
wear your insides out!

Custom tees
made while you wait.

Lots of designs and
colors to choose from.

Come on in and
get teased!

Louisville, KY 40205

$5.00 of with this ad
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Medical 
Matters

To keep our lawyers happy, be advised that the recommendations which 
are contained in this column are suggestions, but are not to be taken as 

medical advice. Always consult your physician or a healthcare professional 
before undertaking any physical fitness or other exercise programme.

By Ted Fleischaker / Resident Hypocondriac

With all of the hospitals consolidating and competing for patients these days, as well 
as drug firms trying to sell this or that new remedy for a condition we might not 
even know we had or have, there are a lot of health-related ads out there asking for 
our attention. Some are in print, some on TV or radio and others on billboards. I 
think one thing they have done for sure is make each and every one I know a bit of a 
hypochondriac. 

A shrink I used to see told me years ago all of this was merely making us all “a bit 
more health aware” and that might also be the case, but more and more of us seem to 
be running to the doctor, the ER or the doc in a box at the local drugstore or shopping 
centre seeking answers to what ails us, even if we do not need to be there. That begs 
this month’s question of when’s an appropriate time to get help and what do we worry 
about and what do we not worry about.

Back in the day, before we had costly  “miracle cures” for everything, remedies which 
have fallen out of favour usually did the trick. 

For cuts, scratches and stings there was iodine, mercurochrome and merthiolate to 
name three which every mom had in her possession at all times — or so it seemed.  
Mercurochrome fell from grace when the Federal Food & Drug folks said it could 

be harmful in 1998 due to 
its containing mercury and 
while it’s still to be found here 
and there, especially in other 
countries where it’s still legal, 
most druggists around here 
will look at you cross-eyed if 
you dare ask for it — especially 
those under 35!

 Iodine can be bought still, but 
we don’t know of many who use 
it and Merthiolate was the name 
Indianapolis-based drug-maker 
Eli Lilly gave to thimerosal — 
a remedy which one can still 
find at many drugstores, but 
which few use. Any of the above 
or Bactine (also still available 
and which bills itself as “the 
original first aid liquid which 
has provided soothing infection 
protection for over 50 years”) 
and a Band Aid seemed to be the 
cure for most skin ailments.

When we had stomach aches 
mom reached for Paregoric, 

which until 1970 could be bought without prescription at any pharmacy. As the 
remedy is really camphorated tincture of opium, the feds stepped in making it a 
controlled substance and tightening its uses and supply as the years passed. These 
days it can still be had as a prescription, though not too may drug stores even sell it 
and for awhile no one was making it, either.

There was also a long-forgotten remedy called Resion which looked like caramel and 
tasted like caramel ice cream sauce mixed with ground glass. In other words, it tasted 
OK, but was “crunchy” and I never did figure out what was in it. I only knew it worked 
and eventually it vanished from the shelves, too. If you had diarrhoea, Peregoric, 
Resion or Pepto Bismol were always the first lines of defence. 

Also in the days before Nexium and Prilosec and their ilk, gas and what was called 
sour stomach always called for either Alka-Seltzer or its early-day competitor, Fizrin. 
The latter was more or less the same thing, but instead of the tablets (Recall Speedy 
and the plop-plop, fizz, fizz ads for Alka-Seltzer back in the day?) Fizrin came already 
ground to a fine powder in small packets one would put in a glass, fill with water and 

drink while trying not to let 
the concoction run over. Both 
resulted in a lot of burping 
and contained aspirin so 
they were always first line of 
defence in my college days 
for hangovers or too much 
weekend partying.  

It’s also worth mention 
that back in the day Alka-
Seltzer was made in 
Elkhart, Indiana, by Miles 
Laboratories and, of course, 
it won the stomach war and 
is still made in a variety of 
flavours and blends, though 
no longer manufactured in 
Indiana.
There were all manner of 
other items in the early-day 
medicine cabinets — from 
tonics and poultices to one 
(still made) my grandma 
always used called Osmopak 
which she swore would 
pull out the poison of a bee 
or wasp sting so it did not 
become inflamed. Back then 

it was a gooey mass in a green glass jar, while today’s version looks way less sinister!

So what about our original question? When do you need to go see the doc or the ER or 
just deal with something? A psychologist we know suggests a “basket system” to help 
you decide whether to give in to all of the various ads we seem bombarded by today.
Under that, you have four “baskets” or levels and you use those as a test when 
something happens. If it’s totally minor — a mosquito bite or self-inflicted hangover, 
then that goes in basket one. You take care of it with nothing or some at-home remedy 
and move on.

A bit more serious like that bite getting quite red or what you thought was too 
much drink at the weekend lingering goes in basket two. It needs watching, but not 
panicking over.

More serious yet — a streak from that red wound or high fever with that diarrhoea 
and it’s basket three and time to call your doctor or make a trip to the doc in a box at 
the drugstore without delay to get it checked out.

And finally, basket four needs immediate attention. Blood flowing or chest pains like 
an elephant sitting on your ribs or loss of vision and / or other stroke symptoms and 
it’s time NOW to go to the ER or call 911 without delay.

Have we tried this? Yes and the method does work fairly well, though we will admit 
after years of worrying, fretting and over-reacting to those billboards (“I told them 
to take me to St. Francis!” is the most memorable one to us, featuring a lady who’d 
survived a heart attack, but there are others with clocks cautioning about delay in 
strokes, listing urgent symptoms and on and on.) we sometimes throw things in a 
basket too far and need reminding by either our partners or our doctor that not every 
ache and pain is an emergency and many can (and should) be treated at home with 
a $5 remedy from the drugstore which requires no medical insurance, deductible or 
wait for treatment which really sick people need.

The key, several medical professionals told us recently, is “read your body and know 
when and what it’s telling you.” Or to put it another way: think about those baskets 
and put what ails you in the right one without giving in to paranoia and those 
advertisements — even the ones with cute characters saying plop, plop fizz, fizz.
As for me, bringing back Resion and Mercurochrome would also help, though I don’t 
think that’s going to be happening anytime soon.
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If You Want To Reach 
Customers All Over The Region, 

Reach For The Phone & Call 
Us! Anything Else Would Be A 
Wrong Number! 317/725.8840

Determining who will handle your financial affairs when you are 
no longer able to do so is an important decision. One option is to 
name Edward Jones Trust Company as trustee to carry out your 
wishes. As a professional trustee, Edward Jones Trust Company 
has an experienced team of attorneys, accountants, trust admin-
istrators and financial professionals.

It’s never too early to start preparing for the future and security 
of loved ones.

PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE WITH 
EDWARD JONES TRUST COMPANY.

Call today for more information on how Edward Jones Trust 
Company can work with you and your tax and legal advisors to 
develop a strategy best suited to meet the needs of you and 
your family.

www.edwardjones.com/trustcompany
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Edward Jones, its employees and financial advisors are not estate planners and cannot provide tax or legal 
advice.  Please consult your attorney or qualified tax advisor for guidance in these areas.

Trust and/or investment-advisory services are provided by Edward Jones Trust Company, an affiliate of Edward 
D. Jones & Co., L.P. (Edward Jones), a registered broker-dealer.  Edward Jones Trust Company and Edward Jones 
are subsidiaries of the Jones Financial Companies, L.L.L.P. Edward Jones Trust Company may use Edward Jones 
or other affiliates to act as a broker-dealer for transactions or other services. Payments of such services gener-
ally will be charged as an expense to the trust and will not reduce the amount of fees payable to Edward Jones 
Trust Company. 

Michael E Wright, CFP®
Financial Advisor
.

6925 E 96th Street
Suite 265
Indianapolis, IN 46250
317-841-9563

Naked Boys 
Singing Bare All 
@ Louisville’s   
Pandora Theatre
LOUISVILLE—Pandora Productions kicks off its 2013-14 
season Thursday, 1st August with Naked Boys Singing! 

This needs-no-explanation (but we will: audiences are gonna 
LOVE IT) musical was originally scheduled for Pandora’s 
’12-’13 season but was postponed due to casting issues.  
However, the tenacious Pandora creative team worked its 
magic to make this most-requested production happen as the 
hottest kickoff ever for the Louisville-based lesbian, gay, bi & 
trans theatre company’s loyal fans and subscribers. 

And while the content is all about the celebration of the male 
body, it’s much, much more…you’ll just have to see it in 
person ;-).  

The very brave – and totally adorable - cast of seven (whom 
we have discretely edited a bit above) features Richie Goff, 
Thomas Stoddard,  Justin Moore, Jonathon Porter,  James 
Langteaux, Sebastian Kearney & Chicago’s very own Omicah 
House. 

The Pandora Theatre is at the Henry Clay Theatre, 604 South 
Third Street on the Third Floor in Downtown Louisville

Performances are 1st through 11th  August. Tickets are now 
available at http://www.PandoraProds.org or by telephone at 
502/216.5502.  
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DJ Joe Gauthreaux
DJ ralphi rosario

DJ DouG
DJ Mark Vallese

8/29  Thu 
8/30  Fri  
   
  
8/31  Sat  
   
  
9/01  Sun  
   
    
  
9/02  Mon   
  

DJ Mark Vallese, Karaoke
DJ Mark Vallese 
Men of Manwatch 
Cabaret: Dunes Divas
pool party DJ Doug, 1-6p 
DJ ralphi rosario 9-2a 
Cabaret: Kelly & Rick
tea DJ Mark Vallese 4-7 
Men of Manwatch- at tea 
DJ Joe Gauthreaux 7-2a  
Cabaret: Kelly & Rick
labor Day tea  
DJ Mark Vallese 4 – 10p

auGust 29 – septeMber 2

Colt 
Studio EvEnt

COLT Man
JR Bronson

COLT Man
tate Ryder

Photos courtesy of 
COLTstudiogroup.com
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SAUGATUCK, MI
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Anthony       eam realty
Covering all your real estate needs  

when you need us.

Jim Anthony, REALTOR®

Diane Cassidy, REALTOR®

Rena Swails, REALTOR®

Jessica Klopfer, ASSISTANT

David Lowery, STAGING

317.488.1673

F.C. Tucker Co., Inc.
www.AnthonyTeamRealty.com

Come Stay
Gay men and women find The 
Dunes Resort an ideal place to relax, 
unwind, and celebrate.
•	Rooms	offering	2	double	beds	to	king	suites
•	1	and	2	bedroom	Cottages,	some	with	
kitchens	and	hot	tubs.
•	Located	in	Saugatuck	Michigan,	one	of	the	
countries	most	gay	friendly	small	towns.
•	Minutes	from	the	beach	or	a	stroll	among	
shops	and	art	galleries

Come Play
Party and play at the Midwest’s 
largest gay and lesbian 
entertainment complex.
•	Nightclub	featuring	the	area’s	best	DJs
•	Cabaret	with	live	entertainment
•	One	of	the	best	outdoor	patio	gay	bars		
in	Michigan
•	Game	room	that	overlooks	the	main		
bar	and	deck
•	Beautiful	pool	area	with	bar	and	lounge

269.857.1401			
SAUGATUCK,	MI

w
w

w
.DunesResort.com
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3 BREWERIES

2 WINERIES

10,000 SQUIRRELS
(an estimation)

P L A N  Y O U R  G E T A W A Y  N O W  A T             CULTURAL PULSE  
OF THE MIDWEST.”
“

-TRAVEL & LEISURE MAGAZINE

Lotus World Music & Arts Festival - September 25-29

2000 LIVE MUSIC 
P E R F O R M A N C E S 
ANNUALLY

B A C H 
 

P U N K  R O C K

from 

to 
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Lafayette OUTfest 2013 is on Saturday, 3rd August  from 4 p.m. to midnight at Riehle 
Plaza and on the John T. Myers Pedestrian Bridge in downtown Lafayette. Remember 
that word in the first paragraph? Riparian. It means alongside or on the bank of a 
river and in this case pride has moved from its long-time Main Street venue not only 
to plazas on both sides of the Wabash so it spans from Lafayette to sister city West 
Lafayette, but over it as well as a significant number of booths and events are planned 
on the prdestrian bridge spanning the river.

Organisers promise, “OUTfest is a fresh, fun and family-friendly festival celebrating 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex community, and our families, friends, 
and allies. This annual event, hosted by Pride Lafayette, aims to increase public aware-
ness of the community in Lafayette and beyond, bring attention to issues, provide 
resources and celebrate diversity.”

OUTfest 2013 includes a family area, live bands, DJs, food, beer gardens, dancing, a 
light-hearted drag show, vendors with jewellry, clothes, books, crafts, and more plus 
informational booths and extended hours for downtown businesses.

Tonya Agnew of the committee told The Word, “Your uncle won’t believe the entertain-
ment lineup we have. There’s something for each and every family member and friend 
you’re bringing with you. Two stages will be packed with entertainment from start to 
finish. Look for performances by local and regional bands, Purdue University perform-
ers, dance groups and street performers on two stages and throughout the festival.”

Returning acts include Frank Muffin, Wulbrecht Jazz, Ripparachie, Upshot and the 
Minsky Kinks burlesque review. DJs include DJ King Wolf and the diverse talents of 
Purdue Beat Society. They’re also featuring modern dance, ballroom dance and even 
Zumba. 

The OUTfest entertainment lineup will be capped off at the end of the evening with 
the ever-popular Drag Extravaganza with The Queens of the Columbia Ballroom. You 
won’t want to miss it.

Loads of vendors are lined up to showcase their wares and services. The 2013 list 
includes clothing, crafts, art, and food vendors as well as family-friendly organisations, 
churches, and, of course, gay, lesbian, bi, trans and intersex groups and resources. 

OUTfest is sponsored by Awards Unlimited, Inc., The Word, KJ Nutt, The Knicker-
bocker, Midwest Rentals and Grace Therapy Services. The committee noted, “a special 
thanks to the following organisations and people for their support: BloomingOUT, The 
Exponent, Lafayette Journal & Courier, The Lesbian Connection, WAZY 96.5 ,WBAA 
Public Radio from Purdue, WBPE (BOB FM) 95.3, WFHB 91.3, WKHY 93.5, WLFI TV, 
John Dennis (mayor of West Lafayette), and Tony Roswarski (mayor of Lafayette).”

Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for students and anyone 12 and under is free. Or earn 
FREE admission by volunteering at OUTfest for a 2-hour shift! Visit http://outfest.
pridelafayette.org/volunteers/ for more details about volunteering. Entrances are at 
Riehle Plaza at 2nd and Main streets and the Sonya J. Margerum Fountain on Ta-
pawingo Drive. Free parking is available in nearby parking garages (parking in the 
Wabash Landing garage on Tapawingo is a small hourly fee) or on the street. 

For more information about OUTfest visit www.pridelafayette.org/OUTfest or like 
them on www.facebook.com/OUTfestLafayette or e-mail info@pridelafayette.org Please 
note: due to the location and expected crowds, service animals only will be admitted.

Lafayette & Kings Island Wrap 
Up 2013’s Summer Pride Season!

Continued From The Front Page

KING’S ISLAND PRIDE NIGHT BENEFITS CINCINNATI CENTRE

Don’t miss it: the Midwest’s largest amusement park entertainment event is set 6th 
September and it all benefits a local community group – the Gay, Lesbian, Bi, Trans & 
Queer Centre of Greater Cincinnati.  You can buy your tickets at the Centre or online 
now at www.cincyglbt.com/pride-night 

As of presstime Chad Michaels, winner of RuPaul’s Drag Race All Stars & #1 Cher 
impersonator (shown at right) will be the headliner. Also, Rock Cub and other regional 
entertainers are set to perform.

Folks from over 30 states attended this event last year, so if it’s someone fresh, fun 
and new you want to meet, leave that phone and Grindr at home and make plans 

now to attend. The Centre’s boss, Rusty Lockett told The Word, “We want to say thank 
everyone — you for planning to attend and the generosity of Kings Island. It is a great 
value and a chance to benefit Greater Cincinnati’s only gay & lesbian Centre serving a 
diverse community.  The proceeds cover much of the annual operating expense of this 
20-year-old community organisation (founded 17th September 1993) and this marks 
the 17th years Kings Island has hosted the event.”

Tickets not only include free parking ($12 value) but have not increased in price for 
this event in five years: Individual tickets online, or at Centre are $40 in advance and 
$45 at gate; or groups of seven or more $36 
(online only)!

A portion of the ticket sales, depending on 
attendance is donated to the local Greater 
Cincinnati Gay & Lesbian Community 
Centre each year.  The Centre is a non-profit 
organization as recognized as by the IRS 501(c)3.

While the event began as a private fundraiser, 
more and more allies are asking “do I have to 
be gay to attend?!?!” The simple answer – if you 
support equality – you’re welcome!  

Imagine NOT having to wait in line for your 
favourite ride?  

For those who like to purchase on 
line, and want to use 
“will call” or have “a 
personal printer” go to 
www.cincyglbt.com/
pride-night.  Kings 
Island waived the fee for 
electronic purchases on 
their e-store this year!  

(Yes, that’s an additional 
savings of $5). Other tickets 
outlets are updated on the 
pride night webpage as 
available.  

When you visit our Pride night page at www.cincyglbt.com/pride-night be sure to 
thank our sponsors! We appreciate their support!

Kings Island opens the parking lot the day of the event at 5 p.m., with the gates 
opening at 5.30 pm. The rides will begin operation at 6. The event concludes at 
midnight.  Please remember – while this is a child friendly event – it is geared toward 
adults. Because the event is always scheduled by Kings Island after Labour Day, the 
water park and children’s rides are closed.  

A question the Centre gets a lot: Can I use my season’s pass or a discount coupon from 
a local store?  No, sorry this is a fundraiser for the Centre, so no season passes or 
special discount coupons are honoured.  

T-shirts with this year’s pride night logo (to be announced) will be available for sale 
at the main entrance to the park. Most years, different area taverns and organisations 
sponsor Pride Night weekend events, replacing the “after glow party” at Kings Island.  
Special hotel packages are also available, so check the website for more information. 

The fine print: The Centre assumes no liability or responsibility for the operation of the 
Kings Island e-store for ticketing, so any issues must be resolved directly with Kings 
Island. All sales are final once a general park admission ticket transaction has been 
completed. General admission tickets are non-refundable and non-exchangeable. This 
includes weather-related events. We do not issue rain checks. Please check local weather 
conditions prior to planning your visit. 
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Your Vote 
Counts

Continued From Page Six
were strikingly different in this regard: Each has a role in the debate. The Governor 
has (almost) none because Indiana’s governor has no veto/signature authority on 
Constitutional Amendments. They pass the legislature, they go on the ballot.  A bully 
pulpit never hurts, I suppose. Emphasis on bully.  

NATONWIDE REACTION; HOOSIER IMPACT

Beyond Indiana’s borders the reaction to the supreme court ruling was monumental.  
Demonstrations and rallies were held in at least 110 cities. Most were thrown-together 
quickly, yet they were mostly well-attended. Within a week, gay pride parades in San 
Francisco and New York were awash in celebratory décor and attitude.

Here’s what Governor Pence and legislative leaders fail to comprehend: this kind of 
political momentum historically never recedes. It gains power and acceptance. Those 
national waves of attitude-change may slow down when they hit Indiana’s borders but 
they do not stop. 
   
Every reputable national poll on the subject shows the same inescapable answer: 
Americans are moving rapidly toward acceptance of gay marriage. The numbers 
cannot be argued; the demographics are stark:

—Voters over the age of 55 are 62-38 against gay marriage. Even THAT vote-spread 
is better than it was a year or two ago. For every decade under 55, the numbers move 
dramatically in favor of full marriage rights. For the under-30 crowd, it’s overwhelming 
80%-plus support. Sooner or later there will be a handful of state DOMAs which reach 
the supreme court again. And they will be struck down as unconstitutional. Because 
they are.
   
Who gains most from marriage referenda? It’s difficult to tell in Indiana in August 
2013. But you’d best believe the proponents of HJR-6 want this vote as fast as possible, 
before any more of those 55+ voters aren’t around to make it to the polls.

BELATED BOILERMAKER WELCOME

Purdue University became the last Big Ten institution to hire and strongly support an 
lesbian, gay, bi & trans officer on its campus.  Sometimes good things come to those 
who wait. Lowell Kane, whose prior job was on a Texas campus, has been on the job at 
Purdue since last year. He’s moved quickly to bolster programming, increase his office’s 
presence and make Purdue a more-welcoming institution. His efforts are noticed, 
and should be recognised. Lafayette needed Lowell. May his tenure be long, and his 
success broad. It already is.

NO ELECTIONS; JOCKEYING FOR 2014

Indiana has no elections on the 2013 calendar — a relief to county clerks statewide, 
and to the thousands of folks who staff the polls. But that doesn’t mean there’s no 
political activity.
   
Indiana’s Congressional delegation is already gearing-up for the 2014 grind. Every 
one of the nine incumbents raised significant cash in the first six months of 2013.  
Translation: good luck challengers.  

The 2012 redistricting means most of those seats are likely to remain with incumbents.  
The advantage for an incumbent is staggering: since 1990, U.S.House elections have 
sent a whopping 89% of incumbents back to office (if they chose to seek re-election).
The average cost of a 2012 Indiana Congressional campaign: over $1 million. And 
when it’s all said and done, a majority of that money will feed two monsters: polling 
and TV ads.  
   
Indiana’s 2014 political landscape is unusually stark. It’s an off year, so there’s no 
presidential or gubernatorial campaign. There’s also no U.S. Senate election next year.   
That’s a rare occurrence — the highest statewide office on the ballot is secretary of 
state. And that race will not have an elected incumbent.
   
All nine Congressional races, as well as the secretary of state race, will take a back seat 

to any Marriage Amendment fight. How tough might that environment be?
   
In 2012, four states had marriage on the ballot in some form. Our community won 
all four. The state with an amendment closest to Indiana’ s contemplated document, 
Minnesota, has very tough campaign finance reporting laws, so we know how much 
was spent on that effort: over $12 million on the victorious side. 

And in that election, almost 65,000 Minnesota voters showed up to vote on the 
amendment issue but did not vote for president, which is borderline remarkable.  Exit 
polling suggests that surplus was 80% pro-marriage equality. And moved in the last five 
days before the election, which is why our side spent over $12 million.
   
   

Where Does Kentucky Turn For Gay & Lesbian News?
Right Here, Of Course!

Call Us For Ad Info @ 502/454.4877 In Louisville!
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Now Open Weekdays
at 7am for Breakfast!

1N. Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis
Ph: 317.829.7182  Fax: 317.829.5825
Order Online - www.pitapitusa.com

Hours:
Mon-Thurs:
10am - 9pm

Fri: 10am - 10pm
Sat: 11am - 10pm

Sundays

Meeting 8/18/2013 6pm
All Star Bowl

726 n. shortridge Rd
Indianapolis

Info:
crossroadshighrollerscrossroadshighrollers

@gmail.com

scan to join our group 
on facebook!

thursdays

meeting 9/12/2013 6pm
western bowl

6441 w. washington st
Indianapolis

info:
sportguy67sportguy67

@sbcglobal.net
Phone: (317) 780-1476

Ad made possible in part by The Word
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ATTACK of the recurring Syphilis!

Its Back!
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By Dr. Fred Schloemer, LCSW / Louisville

Outside 
The Box

For Really Clean 
Windows, Go
Streak Free!

Indy’s Residential  & 
Commercial Window 

Cleaning Service,         
Offering Power Washing 
& Gutter Cleaning, Too!

For The Best View In Town... Call Streak Free!
889.8017 or 694.4819
streakfree77@att.net

Dear Dr. Fred: My partner of seven years recently broke up with me and moved out, 
because … get this … he “doesn’t think he’s gay anymore!” He was married to a woman 
when we first met, but he had been having sex with men on the down low for some time. 
All I can say about him “not being gay anymore” is that he sure put up a good act in the 
bedroom over the years we’ve been together, (although I have to admit, we haven’t had 
much sex at all for a long while).

While I was pretty torn up at first about the break-up and the reason he gave for it, I’ve 
been working my way through all of that with my therapist and am pretty proud of the 
progress I’ve made there so far. So that’s not my biggest problem. 

My biggest problem is that my ex and I co-own and operate a business together — a very 
busy and profitable salon and spa. There’s no way either one of us can walk away from it, 
as we still owe a substantial balance on a loan we took out to get it started. So now, I’m 
trapped in a situation where I have to go in to work every day and spend the whole day 
working beside a man who just dumped me!

Worse yet, he seems to want us to be “just friends” now, spending all day chatting it up 
with me, making stupid little jokes and acting like nothing ever happened between us, 
assuming I can do the same thing. But I can’t, and in fact, sometimes I just want to 
choke him, but I have to act civil for the sake of our patrons.

So my question for you is, how do I cope with working with this man who (I now realise) 
is completely superficial and about as deep as a mud puddle? 

Should I continue as is, and wait for the day when our loan is paid off and we can 
afford to sell the business or I can afford to buy him out? Also, what are the health/
mental health consequences likely to be for me of having to work under these stressful 
conditions? I already have an ulcer. Is this likely to make that worse?
Sign me,
“Andy in Indy”

Dear Andy: 
For starters, let me commend you for your decision to start therapy and for the 
excellent progress you’re making there. I can’t imagine getting through a situation 
like this without a good therapist. I also need to ask if you’ve processed the questions 
you’ve sent me here with your therapist, and, if the answer is yes, what he or she 
suggested. If the answer is no then I strongly suggest that you do run all of this by your 
therapist.

From there, I think the best I can do here is try to normalise your situation a bit. To 
wit, lots of people, gay and straight, find themselves in the uncomfortable position 
of having to “make nice” with each other for financial, child-rearing or other reasons 
after a breakup, when what they really want to do is “choke each other,” as you’ve 
indicated here. 

In fact, we might even go so far as to say that perhaps most people, or at least a large 
majority of people who go through a break-up have to make some concessions in the 
honesty department in order to get along with their exes. 

For those of us who value authenticity, this may at times be a jarring thing, causing us 
to feel disingenuous or even “fake.” But when counselling clients through these times, 
I usually try to remind them to focus on the ends that justify the means and to think in 
terms of what their highest priorities are.

In your circumstances Andy, that would be the need to keep this shared business afloat 
until your financials improve. You state that you’re clearly not in a position to buy out 
your partner or sell the business — at least not now. So in this respect, you really don’t 
have many other choices but to hang in there and make the best of a trying situation.

On the other hand, you might try finding other backers to buy into the business, and 
buy out your ex, especially if the salon/spa is as busy and lucrative as you suggest. That 
said, any such research is going to take considerable time and effort on your part, and 
it sounds like a process you may just not quite be up to yet, considering how hurt and 
angry you are presently.

That leaves the question of how to manage the stress of working with your ex in the 
meantime. 

Again, I’d direct you back to your therapist and suggest that you ask him or her for 
some training and coaching in stress-management techniques. There are countless 
relaxation and meditation CDs on the market to choose from.

A final thought … do more to take care of you! Join a gym, get a massage, treat 
yourself to a manicure or a facial. If it works for your patrons, it should work for you.

Fred Schloemer is a gay psychotherapist in Louisville. Send him your questions at 
FredSchloemer@aol.com 
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By DJ "Miss" Hill / MJ's Cafe / Dayton

Music 
Corner

Catch DJ “Miss” Hill every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at MJ’s Café in 
Dayton.

 Hill’s Top 10. Based on dance floor results and requests (Not what he thinks is hot):

1 - Daft Punk - Get Lucky

2 - Icona Pop - I Love It (Wayne G & LFB Club Mix)

3 - Kesha - C ’Mon (Wideboys Mix)

4 - Jennifer Lopez feat. Pitbull - Live It Up

5 - Robin Thicke feat. T.I. & Pharrell - Blurred Lines (Liam Keegan & Anton Powers Mix)

6 - Pitbull feat. TJR - Don’t Stop The Party

7 - will.i.am feat. Justin Bieber - thatPOWER

8 - Pittbull feat. Christina Aguilera - Feel This Moment (Dark Intensity Club Mix)

9 - Cahill & Kimberley Locke - Feel The Love (Cahill Extended Club

10 - will.i.am feat Britney Spears - Scream & Shout (Chris Cox Mix)

Hey there!!! DJ Hill here. I’m sayin’ “Give me some freakin’ YAY!” It’s August and it 
feels like it. It’s HOT. And so are some of this month’s mixes. 

Here we go...

Ciara - Body Party: I’m not a big fan of Ciara and especially not the original version of 
Body Party. Too slow and grindy. But with this one we get the “ballad turned club mix” 
with the Dave Aude Mix. Now your body can actually have a party!

The Wanted - Walks Like Rihanna: What the hell is this? These new “Boy Bands” 
are annoying. And this song isn’t any better. “She can’t sing. She can’t dance. Who 
cares. She walks like Rihanna.” What the Hell does that mean? I’m sure I’ll be playing 
it ‘cause the gays like looking at cute boys. And fortunately I have the video to the 7th 
Heaven Mix.

One Direction - Kiss You: Lord, it’s another “Boy Band” and these aren’t any better 
than any of the others. And again they’re only popular because they’re cute. Which 
means I have to play them. The Sharoque Mix is the only decent one out there.

Kelly Clarkson - People Like Us: Yay! One of my faves! How can you hate Kelly??? 
And this is really a fist-pumping anthem. I love the whole “people like us” need to stick 
together theme. Gay, straight, black, white but most of all bullied. I think this might be 
my newest favourite Kelly song. The original song is really good but the Baggi Begovic 
Mix adds a little extra beat and still keeps the integrity of the song. This would have 
been a great pride song. People Like Us!

Cazwell & Luciana - Guess What: I normally start off with the gay stuff but there 
wasn’t a good remix of this one. Guess what!? They shudda stuck with the original. I 
was really disappointed in the WaWa mix. Normally I get excited when a WaWa mix 
pops up. As far as the video is concerned I’m missing his half naked bois / boys. But it’s 
still a fun song...stupid but fun. Really? Craig’s List?

Jason Derulo - The Other Side: I don’t know why this song is so popular. He’s a mir-
ror image of Chris Brown with all the moves and his muscular backup dancers and he 
pretends to be all over the girl model who looks like a Kardashian. But anyway. Blah! 
If it wasn’t for the Smash Mode Mix I probably wouldn’t be playing this.

That’s it for now. See you back in September. Check me out at MissHillDJ.com or find 
me on Facebook under DJ-Douglas Hill. I’d love to hear from you. You can also e-mail 
me at hill@misshilldj.com. Happy clubbing!

Where Does Kentucky Turn For Gay & Lesbian News?
Right Here, Of Course!

Call Us For Ad Info @ 502/454.4877 In Louisville!
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and
the
by Matt Ponder

pecs
I used to think I was interesting. Always quick with a joke, a humorous anecdote or 
a hilarious story about some bizarre situation that I found myself in. I used to think 
my unnatural retention of trivia and encyclopedic knowledge of a myriad of subjects 
was enough to add flavour to any conversation. I realise now that I am not nearly as 
interesting as I thought.  

I can’t hold a candle to the fascinating allure of a glowing screen in someone’s 
hand. It seems like everyone I surround myself with is more interested in the banal 
information scrolling across the face of their phone than they are in what we are 
talking about or experiencing firsthand. And to be quite honest, it’s getting really 
fucking irritating.

Something somewhere else is always more fascinating than the present. That seems to 
be the general consensus in our twenty-first century lives. Something that happened 
an hour ago on Facebook is much more intriguing than the people or interaction that 
is taking place around your hunched shoulders and bowed head.  

Even major life events and cherished moments are viewed through a phone screen 
with the reasoning that we want to capture them on film to watch them later. 

That’s all well and good, but guess what? You ain’t gonna watch them later. And guess 
what else? You just missed the actual moment while you were adjusting your focus or 
deciding how to widen your shot. 

Gone forever while you were trying to get Instagram artistic.  Filtering the world 
through the phone in your hand is not only a detriment to your social skills but also 
your chances for a true romantic connection.

Gay bars used to be filled with heat and sexual promise. Now they’re full of a new 
breed of gay men whose faces are lit from below like Heather in The Blair Witch 
Project, reading about what their other friends are doing or scoping out their Grindr 
feed. 

Forget for a moment the fact that staring down at your phone instead of looking 
around and smiling makes you less attractive, but scoping out your sexual options 
online is often a one-way ticket to disappointment when there could be a smoking hot 
suitor just a few feet away.  

“It’s not always a disappointment,” is the refrain I’ve heard from many people who 
surf the hookup sites. Sure, I agree — there are times when Scruff gives you exactly 
what you need, but what’s the percentage? Twenty-five percent of the time? Ten 
percent?  Three? Someone may be extremely attractive in their photograph but that 
doesn’t translate to sexual chemistry when you meet face-to-face.  

Attraction is only ignited when two people talk and flirt in person; when you can hear 
the person’s voice or feel their hand on your arm. That’s when you feel the electricity 
that is written about in poems and love songs. Certainly not when you see their 
shirtless selfie with their tongue hanging out of their mouth.
  
The other side of this internet-bred disappointment is the on-going mystery of the 
fake profile or the use of someone else’s picture. I have to know: what do these 
people think is going to happen when the truth is revealed? Has anyone ever pulled 
this idiotic move and had something good come out of it? It boggles my mind. The 
internet is a breeding ground for the worst kind of lies. Don’t get me wrong — when 
you meet someone in person they may be hiding some horrors from you too, but the 
odds of it happening in an online profile are much, much greater.  

People meet through hook-up sites or dating sites and are crushed or angry when 

they discover someone misrepresented himself. Most of this disappointment can be 
avoided by meeting someone for the first time face-to-face without the specter of 
Internet embellishment hanging over your heads. Sure, this means Nev and Max of 
Catfish would be out of a job, but it would spare a lot of broken hearts.  

I know it’s hard to meet the right people and it takes some effort to hunt down what 
you want, but people had been doing it for a long time before the invention of the 
smartphone. Have some balls. Talk to strangers. Leave your fucking house and go out 
into the world. You’ll be much happier with the results.

Speaking of happy, let’s shift gears.  

There are 1.1 billion people on Facebook who can tell you about what kind of day 
they are having, the food they are eating, the new car they bought and where they 
went on vacation.  

Our culture today demands that we trumpet our success and happiness to others 
or else our achievements lose their merit. Psychologically, however, it’s the striving 
for this very success that is supposed to truly bring us joy. The majority of us make 
ourselves seem happier and more successful in all the veins of social media so we can 
keep up with others who are doing the exact same thing.  

When you spend your time scanning your Facebook feed while engaging in any social 
activity, you are basically seeing what other people are doing and measuring it against 
how happy you are with where you are in the present.  

Not only that, it is a proven fact that 60 percent of people don’t feel better about 
themselves after surfing through social media. Why is this? Maybe because when 
you’re lonely you see photos of happy couples. Maybe because when you’re broke you 
see photos of brand new houses and designer clothes. Maybe because when you’re 
buried under paperwork or sweating through a double shift you see that annoying, 
overused photo of someone’s feet on a sandy beach.  

You see the things you think you need or want when in reality you are seeing the 
things that people want you to see in order to believe that they have a better life than 
you do. It’s a manifestation of our societal desire for acceptance and the unending 
coveting of other people’s lives.  

Maybe you think you are above all of this shallowness, but none of us are. Every 
photo you post of acquired belongings or exotic vacations while telling yourself it’s 
merely to share an experience holds a tiny glimmer that people will respond with 
envy or desire.

So why live your life with your eyes glued to a screen filled with the lives and lies of 
others? I know that in our plugged-in present that there is no reason to leave your 
house. Anything and everything can be accessed through your phone or your laptop.  
Socialization, sex, music, movies, food — all of this and more can be ordered and 
brought to your door.  

Our electronic culture is like a bag of potato chips — there is no substance, we 
consume a great deal and it leaves us wanting more. Our amazing jumps in 
technology are making us a less social society.  If they were to paint the Evolution Of 
Man now, the last image in the line would not be Man standing erect, but an image of 
him in mid-stride with his head down, hunched over a phone in his hand.  

Life is for living. It’s a journey, not a destination. Save your surfing for your alone 
time and feel the sun on your face. You can ask for directions instead of using Google 
Maps.  You can enjoy an amazing meal without putting it on Instagram. 

You can smile and talk to a stranger in a bar or a coffee shop instead of scanning 
through countless self-aware photos on Grindr. Candy Crush isn’t as interesting as the 
conversation you are having with your boyfriend, even if it’s about the new laundry 
detergent. You know why? Because this is now. This is what life is.
  
When you look back on your life it is the moments and experiences that you will 
remember, not how many Likes your summation of these events received on 
Facebook.

Henry David Thoreau said it best: “You must live in the present, launch yourself 
on every wave, find your eternity in each moment. Fools stand on their island of 
opportunities and look toward another land. There is no other land.There is no other 
life but this.”     
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By Michael Wright / Edward D Jones

Finances 
In Focus

120 East Market Street, Suite 370 , Indianapolis, IN 46204 

317.236.0477  / 317.454.0732 (Fax)

toddlaw@sbcglobal.net

One of the things I hear a lot writing for The Word is that the paper’s “average reader” 
is a guy in his late 20s, meaning I often get reminded that I need some columns and 
suggestions for the beginners reading my words. Guys and gals who are just a year or 
two out of college, now have good jobs and want to know what they should be doing 
for their futures. That’s why this month I’ll look at some of the “basics” and see if I can 
offer some tips.

First, I understand that if you’re starting out as an investor, you might be feeling 
overwhelmed. After all, it seems like there’s just so much to know. How can you get 
enough of a handle on basic investment concepts so that you’re comfortable in making 
well-informed choices?

Actually, you can get a good grip on the investment process by becoming familiar with 
a few basic concepts, such as these:

Stocks versus Bonds — When you buy stocks, or stock-based investments, you are 
buying ownership shares in companies. Generally speaking, it’s a good idea to buy 
shares of quality companies and to hold these shares for the long term. This strategy 
may help you eventually overcome short-term price declines, which may affect all 
stocks. Keep in mind, though, that when buying stocks, there are no guarantees you 
won’t lose some or all of your investment. 

By contrast, when you purchase bonds, you aren’t becoming an “owner” — rather, you 
are lending money to a company or a governmental unit. Barring default, you can ex-
pect to receive regular interest payments for as long as you own your bond, and when 
it matures, you can expect to get your principal back. However, bond prices do rise 
and fall, typically moving in the opposite direction from interest rates. So if you want 
to sell a bond before it matures, and interest rates have recently risen, you may have to 
offer your bond at a price lower than its face value.

For the most part, stocks are purchased for their growth potential (although many 
stocks do offer income in the form of dividends) while bonds are bought for the in-
come stream provided by interest payments. Ideally, though, it is important to build 
a diversified portfolio containing stocks, bonds, certificates of deposit (CDs), govern-
ment securities and other investments designed to meet your goals and risk tolerances. 
Diversification is a strategy designed to help reduce the effects of market volatility on 
your portfolio. Keep in mind, however, that diversification, by itself, can’t guarantee a 
profit or protect against loss. 

Risk versus Reward — All investments carry some type of risk: Stocks and bonds 
can decline in value, while investments such as CDs can lose purchasing power over 
time. One important thing to keep in mind is that, generally, the greater the potential 
reward, the higher the risk. 

Setting goals — As an investor, you need to set goals for your investment portfolio, 
such as providing resources for retirement or helping pay for more college education 
or that home you hope to use every Winter in Palm Springs.

 Knowing your own investment personality — Everyone has different investment 
personalities — some people can accept more risk in the hopes of greater rewards, 
while others are not comfortable with risk at all. It’s essential that you know your 
investment personality when you begin investing, and throughout your years as an 
investor.

Investing is a long-term process — It generally takes decades of patience, persever-
ance and good decisions for investors to accumulate the substantial financial re-
sources they’ll need for their long-tem goals. Do not be in a hurry, but do be prepared 
to change your strategy and move your money around to get the best results as time 
passes. What’s a great stock or bond now might not be in five or 10 years time.

By keeping these concepts in mind as you begin your journey through the investment 
world, you’ll be better prepared for the twists and turns you’ll encounter along the way 
as you pursue your financial goals. As always, I, and other financial advisors, planners 
and accountants are around to offer help and suggestions, so do not be afraid to ask!

On this same line of thought, a Word reader recently asked me what he should do if he 
wants to change his mind and reverse an earlier decision he made not to go to college. 
In other words, he now wants to plan on attending. If you are like him or you already 
attend school, you’re keenly aware that it’s getting close to back-to-school time. Today, 
that might mean you need to go shopping for laptops or iPads. But in the future, when 

“back to school” means “off to college,” your expenditures are likely to be significantly 
greater. How can you be financially prepared for that day?

The first advice I’ll give my reader is to remember on thing about college: It could 
be expensive. The average cost for one year at an in-state public school is $22,261, 
while the comparable expense for a private school is $43,289, according to the College 
Board’s figures for the 2012–2013 academic year. And these costs will probably con-
tinue to rise.

Still, there’s no need to panic. You could receive grants or scholarships to college, 
which would lower the “sticker price.” But it’s still a good idea for you to save early and 
often, especially if you plan to go to college later in life or return to school soon. 

To illustrate the importance of getting an early jump on college funding, let’s start with 
one basic: the sooner you start putting aside money, the less you will need to bor-
row and the faster you will be able to pay that student loan back. In other words, if 
you don’t want to be in a position where you have to start putting away huge sums of 
money each month to “catch up” on your college savings (meaning no Key West next 
Winter or extra electronic toys this Christmas), you’d be well advised to start saving 
as early as possible — specifically, just as soon as you decide to go to (or return to) 
classes.

Of course, given all your other expenses, you may find it challenging to begin putting 
away money for college. And, as is the case with so many goals which are long-term 
until you actually need the money, it’s tempting to put off your savings for another day. 
But those “other days” can add up — and before you know it, college may be looming 
and your bank account underfunded. 

Consequently, you may want to put your savings on “autopilot” by setting up a bank 
authorisation to move money each month into a college savings account. And, as your 
income rises, you may be able to increase your monthly contributions.

Save early, save often: It’s a good strategy for just about any investment goal — and it 
can make an especially big difference when it comes to paying the costs of higher edu-
cation. That’s a valid statement whether you are saving for a child of five or an adult 
of 35. And good luck to the reader who asked my question and is planning to head for 
school!
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The Goose 
Is Loose!

By Michael Chanak / Cincinnati Community Centre
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With Pride Night at Kings Island rolling up on the 6th of September (tickets, details 
at www.cincyglbt.com and in Ted’s front page story) did I mention the Old Goose is 
“suffering from an acute case of Pride Fever?” Well, at least for this cycle.

I know all the complaints: too hot, too much drama, not enough this and too much of 
that.  

Or, from some of us “dowagers” — Pride is too commercial, over promoted, promoted 
only on electronic media or that it isn’t as “intimate and warm” as it used to be. Or 
there’s the old saw “it is a young person’s event.” Where were the posters? Maybe they 
had enough sponsors, but there were not any bar events? Why did they charge for the 
wedding event? 

If this is you, take a word from the old Goose and don’t criticise pride committees too 
much.

I spent 25 years of my life on pride committees and still help out when asked! Ours is 
a very diverse community (ies). Just trying to hit the sweet point for all the sensitivities 
and points of view is very difficult, but, try pride committees do and usually they 
succeed. 

Back in the mid 80s when I started, I bet those who started things up in the 70s in 
Cincinnati (and so many places across this nation) could have only dreamed of what is 
accepted today. This is progress and so be it. We don’t always get to pick the “hue” but 
don’t we all know the colour is indeed “purple?”

As the fever swirled around me, Poppa Bear Cares (Rusty Lockett) escorted Grandma 
Goose to Dayton, Indianapolis, Columbus Pride, then of course, Cincinnati and 
Northern Kentucky while not overlooking the lovely grand “Pride Marshal reception/
Listing party” that the Gay Chamber did or the invite some took up from the 
Cincinnati EPA to participate in a diversity panel (thanks to EPA’s Char Bowling).  

It is indeed easy “to become worn out.” Did I mention the other pride activities 
through the various pride weeks (Old Street Saloon, The Court, On Broadway Bar, 
Ruff Pups)?

Still the Goddess speaks:  I was at Cincinnati’s Gay, Lesbian, Bi & Trans Centre the 
Sunday after the Indianapolis pride - putting out the literature I had collected at 
regional prides to share.    

It is 10.30 a.m. and I see an older woman come by the front plate glass. It is Pat North, 
the old coalition treasurer (1980s), former WAIF/Alternating Currents programmer of 
the 80s, and news presenter with the Goose herself in the early 90s on Out Front GL TV 
a local cable show.

Immediately, we hug, the gray and the few pounds both of us have acquired – do not 
matter — we exchange  “I love you (for being who you are)!”  Then, I got it - pride 
isn’t about me or you or the thousand petty conflicts that putting any event together 
will surely grow. No, it is about creating a place for us — and “us” is now very broadly 
defined...and it is wonderful.  

I see friends I have not seen in years. We talk (without the aid of the internet, of the 
social apps, dating or otherwise) and instantly we are all in pride, full of pride...and 
dare I suggest it...even if it is an illusion “young again in the spirit of pride.”

I remember, again, how lucky I have been to have lived this long, to have seen the 
changes that all have struggled to see come about.  How grand it was that I knew the 
first day I stepped foot on the Stark County Campus of Kent State University in Canton 
that I would be changed...and I hope that I have helped — as have you — to change 
this world into a better place. I see the results of our work when I attend pride.

Yes, the old girl will still be at pride even if it is too damn hot or too crowded...and I 
will see you on the 6th of September at Kings Island, Goddess willing! Dare I forget to 
say “thanks to The Word family” for helping the Centre with this event. Maybe it’s too 
much to hope for, but maybe Ted will show up this year in person, too.

ST. LOUIS—The first weekend in October will see a huge celebration of Leather, Kink, 
Fetish and more at the Midwest Leather Weekend here. Centered on two big contests, 
the weekend will include events, seminars by leading Kink specialists and parties for 
Leatherfolk from around the country.

Organisers of the weekend, featuring the Mr Midwest Leather Contest and Midwest 
Puppy Contest, announce an impressive roster of judges for the events, including Sir 
Jeffrey Payne, International Mr. Leather 2009, “Mama” Sandy Reinhardt, matriarch of 
Mama’s Family, Matt Hengle, Mr Midwest Leather 2012, Pup Hercules, aka Alex Win-
termantel, Midwest Puppy 2012, Karen Ultra, twice Leather Pantheon award winner 
and Scott O’Brien, Mr. Missouri Leather 2012.

Midwest Leather Weekend takes place 4th through 6th October. This year the two con-
tests, Midwest Puppy and Mr Midwest Leather, will be on Saturday night at Bad Dog 
Bar & Grill. For the first time the two contests will take place before the same panel 
of judges. While participants from one contest are off stage preparing for the next seg-
ment, participants from the other will be on stage. Twice the fun and more hot men on 
one special night.

The Midwest Puppy Contest is one of the first regional Leather & Rubber Puppy con-
tests and is accredited by International Puppy in Tampa. Mr Midwest Leather Contest 
has earned national stature through the work of the men representing the title at IML 
and in community involvement throughout the Midwest. Both contests are open to 
members of the Leather Community in thirteen Midwestern states: Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Michigan, Nebraska, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Ohio & Wisconsin,.

Visit www.MidwestLeatherWeekend.com for more information.

Leather, Kink & 
Fetish Fans Set 
To Gather In St. 
Louis In October
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Pink In 
The Sheets

By Mz. Pink / Word Columnist 
Dear Mz. Pink,

I recently moved in with my girlfriend, and it was a great decision but she has 
memorabilia from her past girlfriends all over the place. She has pictures, movie tickets, 
decorations, stuffed animals and anything you can think of in her house. 

I told her that I feel uncomfortable with the stuff, but she laughs and says I am over-
reacting. She says that not all of the stuff was hers and theirs. She said she would put the 
pictures up, but that I needed to not be so sensitive. She said I needed to trust her. 

Am I being insecure? Should I not care so much about stuff? How do I deal with the 
stuff and with her?

Sign me Stuffed in Indy.

Dear Stuffed,

You have every right to feel uncomfortable. It is an awkward situation. If you’re 
moved in then that stuff should have a home out of sight. I can maybe understand the 
decorations, but pictures, stuffed animals etc.? That stuff needs to go. 

Like you, I would question why it was still there. That doesn’t make you insecure, but 
you have a right to know, especially if she considers the house half yours. She should 
hopefully consider everything yours since you are moved in.

Talk to her about incorporating more of you into the home. Tell her you know the 
home is hers, but she is sharing it with you now since you both made the decision 
to move in together. She should let you make some decisions in the house and if she 
doesn’t or won’t work with you then you should re-evaluate if you two should be living 
together.

Talk to her about the two of you getting a new place together. This may be an option 
for you two and that will give you both a clean slate. If she owns her home, maybe you 
two could paint a room or pick out new décor together to make the home feel more 
like the two of you. If she wonders why you want to do this, just tell her the truth: You 
want the home to feel like it belongs to both of you as a couple, not her and her ex.

As far as her ex’s stuff goes, she should be able to keep it, just like you should if you 
have any souvenirs from a past girlfriend. Just because she has it doesn’t mean she 
wants her ex back. Her past is a part of her life and you don’t want to fight her on that 
because it will get you nowhere. Besides, everyone has a past. Some are better than 
others, but no matter what, they are memories and the more you fight them the worse 
the trust issues, jealousy issues and the relationship will be. There is nothing good that 
can come out of telling a partner what she can have and can’t have. 

However, if she keeps the stuff out and talks about the memories constantly or you 
catch her going to the garage to go through the stuff she finally put up, then you have 
a problem. That’s when you know she is still hung up on her ex and you need to get 
your stuff and go. It seems to me that there may be some unresolved issues there 
with your girlfriend and her ex since she has pictures out and things that reflect good 
times they had together. The fact that she seems so nonchalant about these things also 
shows that she didn’t even think about putting her stuff out of the way even when you 
two were just dating.

If this is the case then you need to think about how long you two have been together, 
how long was she with the ex and are you a rebound? If your answers indicate that 
you could be a rebound then you need to call it what it is and move on. You cannot 
force her to love you and not love her ex. No matter how great you are and no matter 
how much you love her, it will not happen. You will end up being the beggar and 
hopefully you will have a little dignity and pride before you start doing that!

Get to the bottom of this and figure out what you want to deal with and how you are 
going to deal with it. If she is hung up on her ex, you need to come to grips with the 
situation and go — sooner, not later!
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By Bill Elliott / Word Critic

Standard 
Reviewer

After skipping the trip last Summer, it was off to Stratford, Ontario, once again in July 
for the annual Stratford Festival. Now in its 60th year (and celebrating its 61st season), 
the April — October repertory festival offers a nicely balanced mixture of Shakespeare, 
classic works, musicals, experimental theatre and contemporary plays. This year also 
provided an opportunity — a first time for me — to check out what goes on behind the 
scenes through a series of informative backstage, warehouse and archive tours.

The most fascinating “behind the scenes” tour is the warehouse one. Costumes 
and props from past Stratford productions are housed in a huge warehouse a 
short distance from the Festival Theatre. And there are literally thousands of them. 
Costumes are loaned out to film production companies, professional and amateur 
theatres. Many are modified and reused in upcoming Stratford productions.

Cameras are a must for the warehouse tour. For frequent Stratford visitors like me, 
part of the fun is in recognising props and costumes from past shows. And, at the end 
of the tour, visitors are allowed to try on a variety of costumes — an opportunity that 
brings out the lurking thespian in even the stodgiest of wallflowers.

The Festival Theatre tour takes you backstage where the meticulous preparations 
are done for around a dozen shows a year. The Stratford Festival employs 1,000 
individuals and has an operating budget of around $60 million, which gives you a 
sense of the scale of the organisation. Costumes and props are fashioned down to 
the minutest detail in workshops deep in the bowels of the Festival Theatre. There 
are wood and metal shops where props are built; costume shops where costumes are 
sewn (many by hand); and shops where hats, jewellery, and even shoes and boots are 
assembled. The theatre even has its own armoury where guns, muskets and swords are 
stored under lock and key (because they are real, not fake ones!).

The archives tour is a treasure trove of history housing working scripts, directors and 
designers’ notes, programmes, production films and videos, television newsreels and 
press clippings dating back to 1953, the year the festival began. Most charming are the 
television interviews with some of the company’s leading actors over the years. The 
footage from the sixties reminded us that actors are a special breed (Everyone smoked 
on TV back then, even the interviewers!).

First up for the week was Measure for Measure, one of Shakespeare’s so-called 
“problem plays.” It’s easy to see why. Technically a “comedy” since most of the main 
characters are paired off at the end, Measure for Measure is not an easy play to sit 
through for most audiences. Martha Henry’s production gets it mostly right, though 
there are one or two moments that had me scratching my head (like characterising 
Barnadine as a cross between Grizzly Adams and a yeti).

Measure for Measure is a dark play dealing with hypocrisy, the abuse of power and the 
blurring of moral boundaries. Vincentio, the duke of Vienna (played by the generally 
excellent Geraint Wyn Davies), decides to abdicate his power to his trusted deputy 
Angelo (Tom Rooney) in order to observe how he acts in his absence. With the duke 
gone, Angelo enforces the letter of the law, using the unfortunate Claudio as a moral 
test case. Claudio (Christopher Prentice) has gotten his girlfriend Juliet pregnant, and 
while he is more than willing to marry her, he is condemned to death for fornication. 
Claudio’s sister, Isabella (Carmen Grant), who happens to be taking holy orders, 
attempts to plea for Claudio’s life, and Angelo says he will spare Claudio if she will 
sleep with him. She agrees only after the duke, now disguised as a friar, arranges a 
“bed trick” in which Isabella’s place is taken by another woman (one who had been 
betrothed to Angelo). Later the duke sets up another switcheroo, in which a fellow 
prisoner’s head is substituted for the “executed” Claudio’s head. 

No one is who they seem, and no one comes out of Measure for Measure looking very 
good. Even the duke himself comes across as cruel, duplicitous and a bit of a coward. 
It is a dark play but one that is strikingly modern in that those in power are viewed as 
either already corrupt or easily corrupted.

Next up was Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot which has puzzled, intrigued and 
sometimes irritated theatregoers since it first appeared in the mid-fifties. Because it is 
a play in which language is the main focus, Godot has the sparsest of sets — a single, 
metallic tree on a black and white stage. Here, two old friends, Vladimir and Estragon, 

pass their time talking, arguing, bickering, forgetting, philosophizing and gossiping 
as they wait for the title character to appear. Though it is sometimes described as a 
play in which “nothing happens,” Godot is a theatrical marvel when done well. And 
Stratford’s production is exceptionally well done, mostly due to a stellar cast including 
Hollywood veteran Brian Dennehey and Stratford regular Stephen Ouimette.

While the bulk of dialogue is given to Vladimir (Tom Rooney) and Estragon 
(Ouimette), it is the relatively short appearances by Pozzo (Dennehey) and the 
ironically-named Lucky (Randy Hughson) that provide the play with its most 
spellbinding moments. Dennehey is commanding as the slave-driving Pozzo, 
alternately inviting the audience to feel revulsion, disdain, and finally, pathos, for his 
character. Hughson, who only has one long monologue in the entire play (but what a 
monologue it is), grasps the words and turns them into a verbal tour-de-force. Rooney 
and Ouimette are more than adequate as Didi and Gogo, but whenever Dennehey and 
Hughson are on stage, the two leads take a backseat. Godot is darkly funny, sad, and 
thrilling. Just as good theatre ought to be. 

The darker forces certainly provide more interest than the lighter fare this year at 
Stratford, and Mary Stuart is just as compelling as Godot and Measure for Measure. 
Once again, a fabulous cast of Stratford veterans makes for a gripping theatrical 
experience. Translated and updated from Friedrich Schiller’s original 1800 text by 
British playwright Peter Oswald, the play tells of the uneasy relationship between 
Queen Elizabeth I of England and her cousin Mary, Queen of Scots. Imprisoned, 
ostensibly for her role in the murder of her husband, but in actuality because she is 
seen as a potential challenger to the English throne, Mary finds herself at the mercy 
of her cousin and becomes a pawn in an international battle between Protestant and 
Catholic radicals who want to control England. 

As Elizabeth and Mary Stuart respectively, Seana McKenna and Lucy Peacock embody 
the characters’ innate nobility and human flaws wonderfully. Elizabeth is hesitant and 
paranoid, unwilling to take action; Mary Stuart is proud, vain and too trusting. The 
cast also includes the (once again) excellent Brian Dennehey as the grounded Earl of 
Shrewsbury, Ben Carlson as the power-hungry Lord Burleigh and Geraint Wyn Davies 
as the self-serving and cowardly Earl of Leicester.
 
After the claustrophobic high drama of the darker plays, Noel Coward’s Blithe Spirit, 
Pete Townshend and Des McAnuff’s re-working of the musical Tommy, and Peter 
Raby’s adaptation of Alexander Dumas’ The Three Musketeers seem a little trivial and 
disappointing. Tommy, which works well on record as a rock opera, doesn’t really 
cross over successfully as a musical. The plot is too flimsy (and sometimes too silly). 
The songs are great but they are very much of their time. McAnuff’s production can 
hardly be accused of being dull; it is perhaps too much of a visual and aural feast. The 
day-glow colours, stroboscope effects, and overly kinetic choreography had my head 
spinning. And the singing (Why do actors in modern musicals have to shout instead of 
sing?) is just too loud. It gave me a headache!

Blithe Spirit is what it is: Noel Coward at his most Cowardian. He is often witty, 
sometimes hilarious, but seems nowadays dated and even misogynistic. The cast 
(which includes Ben Carlson, Seana McKenna and Sara Topham) give it the old 
college try but the real winner here is the set by Simon Higlett. It looks like a cosy 
1930s English sitting room. You can almost smell the tea brewing in the teapot.

While The Three Musketeers is clearly geared towards kids, I felt the playwright, 
director and actors might have given the adults something to keep their attention. The 
adaptation seems to be all over the place, not quite sure if it is meant to be a comedy, 
action drama, tragedy, or romance. It is nice to look at and some of the swordplay is 
impressive, but like an airy soufflé it is easily digested and quickly forgotten.  
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Hackin’ 
The Net

By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher 
Two topics this month, hopefully both of interest...

There’s a reason “beta” is the second, not first, letter of the Greek alphabet and that’s 
because it’s second, but not usually first-rate. The reason I bring this up is I have had 
the opportunity recently to try the new (and still in beta testing) operating systems 
(OS) for both the iPhone and Mac computers. There’s a certain honour, prestige or 
whatever word you want to use about having something first, but after this experience, 
I will also say there’s a heavy burden, too, because not only do you get the chance to be 
first, you also get to experience anything and everything that can and usually will go 
wrong. This includes, in the case of the iOS7 for the phones, more lock-ups than the 
county jailhouse and more frustration than imaginable.

As far as the OS for the computer, all I can say is I hope they get it on track as we did 
download and put it on one of our Macs (a rather new-ish iMac) and after two very 
trying days, went back to the previous 10.4 version which we’d purchased a year ago. 
Not only (honestly speaking here) did we not get the beta of the new computer OS to 
function well, but this writer, at least, finds the name Apple picked for it — Mavericks, 
named for a surfing beach in Northern California — the height of stupid.  Somehow 
after Lion, Leopard, Snow Leopard and Jaguar and all the other big cats, we just can’t 
(here in the Midwest, anyway) get our heads around the name of a surfing spot.
Back on topic, as far as the OS itself, we had the biggest frustration when trying to 
surf (there’s that word again) the net as Safari flatly refused to load or operate. Not 
good for the native Mac browser.

Back to the iOS7 for the iPhone. That works somewhat better, though the word buggy 
comes to mind, and not the kind that the NSA is accused of planting or the kind that 
describes my garden most years. These bugs are programming ones and often found 
when one tries to do something on the phone and it either freezes or shuts down. I 
think I have seen more apples as the system reboots on my screen in the past 30 days 
than I have any time since I got my first iPhone years ago!

That said, I do like the new look of the OS and I do think that some aspects are better 
than the current one. Unlike some friends I have shown it to, I like the motion when 
one texts now, and the colours do add to its attractiveness. That said, the bugs often 
keep the camera from hitting its full potential, though when it does decide to work, 
it’s very crisp as anyone who’s a friend on Facebook can testify as I tend to post a lot 
of pics. There’s also the new Apple iTunes Radio which while still in trial I find to be 
interesting. That’s a polite word to say nowhere near Pandora yet as they seem to 
lack the depth of library material, especially for an old geezer like me who wants easy 
listening or classical and not the hits by Billy and the Bing Bongs or whoever’s popular 
this week. It has potential, but as it’s also Beta it seems to have a ways to go.
So my conclusion: Don’t try the beta. Wait and get the new OS for your computer, if 
you have a Mac, and your iPhone, if you own a 4S or 5, when they come out in general 
release this Fall. By then those of us who have spent the last month with looks of 
frustration, together with the engineers who get the crash reports we generate will 
have killed the bugs. It’s just too bad Apple won’t be changing the name Mavericks to 
something more traditional!

On another topic,  we need to chat a bit about routers. Do you have one? Do you have 
it safe and secure? Do you know what one does? And more important do you know 
what to do if it doesn’t do what it’s supposed to? Lotta questions there, so here are a 
few answers, after I mention that a router is not only an essential piece of your home 
computer network, but one which can ruin your life if you are not careful.  What a 
router does is, well, route! It’s what sends (routes) the modem’s signals around your 
network. They make wired, if you have only plugged-in computers; wireless, if you 
only use the WiFi for things like iPads, laptops and portables; and combinations wired 
and wireless. At our house we have the latter and can send e-mails from any device on 
our system, as well as surf, watch Netflix, stream audio and more.

But what if that router breaks as ours did not long ago? Then you are left with the 
need to replace it with a new one immediately. As with (it seems) almost any computer 
device, my recommendation (before dashing out to buy a new router) is you unplug 
and unhook the one you have and give it a couple minutes of “me time”. We did that 
and got a few extra weeks out of ours, but we found the time between “me times” got 
shorter and shorter so we knew something was going out. Better to replace something 
you “sorta need” than something you “have to have now!” right?

We went to the local Fry’s, but Best Buy, Radio Shack, on-line stores and even the local 
Target or Office Depot or Staples carry routers, and bought a new one. A word about 
that: caution. Not all routers are the same, not all work the same and not all will do 
what you or the family might find essential.

First, make sure what type router you are replacing — wired, wireless or combination. 
Be prepared to pay $75-$150 for a replacement. This is a case where we do not 
recommend scrimping. Penny-wise and pound-foolish applies here in spades. Think of 
it like a car and highway: the fanciest sports car in the world will not run well or at all 
if there’s not a good, smooth roadway. That fancy internet with huge speed you pay for 
will not translate to good streaming movies, surfing, music or other uses if the router is 
a roadblock between you and the net.

Next, if you are buying a wired or combination router, you need to count. Each device 
attached to a router needs a plug-in, called a port. If you have five computers or things 
like an Xbox or Apple TV attached by wires to that system or you plan to add them, 
then each needs a port. Buy too few and you will end up with some devices you can’t 
connect, rendering them useless.

The router also needs to be able to crank out a decent WiFi signal if you use it for 

that. This means 
asking a clerk 
or researching 
which have signals 
strong enough for 
your needs. At our 
house, we have to 
go through several 
walls between the 
router’s location 
and our bedroom, 
meaning metal 
studs, a lot of 
drywall and a 
closet, since the 
signals are pretty 
much line-of-sight, 
all lie between the 
WiFi antennas and 
the iPad I’m trying 
to use in bed.

Finally, before 
you buy, consider which band or bands you need. There are several choices  which 
equipment firms are using to get the most speed possible to your devices. A new band 
is being touted to offer better speed with less interference though at present few 
devices are equipped for it, so a dual band one is (to me) the best answer, though it’s a 
few bucks more expensive.

So now you bought that new router and have it at home. They are pretty easy to install 
— just follow the directions in the box (Some come with an install CD and others 
don’t.), but remember your IP and other connections may need to change, so do take 
the time to do it right and get advice should you need it.

But above all, please name that router and put your own unique password on it. Most 
come from the store with the manufacturer’s name (D-Link or Belkin or Netgear or 
2-Wire to name the most common) followed by a number. Many arrive out of the box 
with passwords like 1,2,3,4 or 1,1,1,1. A lot of identity thieves know this and if they 
can see your router electronically from the street and get in, they can access your 
information, including banking and other sensitive stuff! It amazes me how many lazy 
folks do not bother to change the name and password when they set up their routers. 
At our house, the router carries the name of one of our cats who crossed the Rainbow 
Bridge a few years back, as well as a unique combination of letters and numbers 
to access it. Whatever you pick should be unique to you, easy to remember and not 
handed out to folks whom you do not know well. Guests at our house are welcome to 
surf, and are free to use all the internet they want, but we don’t want passers-by, nosey 
neighbours or the fridge repairman (who always brings his laptop) to have access.

Finally, use a lot of patience. A new router will likely mean new passwords need to be 
remembered by your devices, and things which auto log-in may need their memories 
changed to have the latest info. Just remember that whatever brand you pick or 
however you set it up to take your time, get it right and change that factory password 
from 1,2,3,4.

Our D-Link Router box explains it pretty well...
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Jill A. Ditmire / Mass Ave Wine Shoppe

Jill’s
Swill

Word
Comment

Since our editorial of last month regarding prides, as well as where 
our dollars should, might and need to go, we have had two comments 
— one agreeing with us and one not. Below are these two comments, 
followed by our thoughts.

Please Continue On The Next Page

There are certain things you can always count on in Indianapolis for the month of 
June. The city itself is coming down from the thrill of the racing month of May, lots of 
good looking men are hitting the Canal, Monon and Cultural trails shirtless, a cornu-
copia of festivals — including pride — filling our weekends downtown, and The Word 
ending the month with their typical negative recap of the Indy Pride festival.

About 10 years ago, I recall finding The Word tucked away in a corner of a bar. I re-
member the first time I read about pride and how it had basically become a joke. In 
2005, I got involved. For the first few years, I volunteered for the festival and put in 
very long hours the day of the event helping with the set up, keeping the park clean 
and the tear down. A thankless job but I was happy to be a part of it. Additionally, I 
was excited about the return of the parade and being a part of the event while it was 
growing larger and larger. But The Word found many things wrong with the parade 
and festival then.

I spent another couple of years volunteering with alcohol sales and co-chaired that 
area for three years. The parade continued to grow from 15 minutes to over an hour 
and the festival grew from one alcohol tent and 25,000 people to several tents and tri-
ple the attendance. The pride experience went from a one-day event to a three or four 
and now nine days of events. But yet, as pointed out in the pages of this newspaper — 
which was becoming harder to find in local bars, there were still so many problems.

I was hesitant at first when I heard about the event getting fenced in, but it was ex-
plained that it was necessary for hard liquor to be sold. And the cooler search helped 
negate those bringing in and distributing alcohol. I was fine with this, not because I 
was in charge of alcohol sales but knowing that sadly, that is where the greater income 
comes from for pride. Pride connects with alcohol vendors to receive discounted sup-
plies in exchange for advertising (Surely that never happens in publications.). And all 
of the money brought in from the sales of liquor is utilised to fund scholarships for 
persons pursuing higher education as well as other lesbian, gay, bi & trans projects.

Could it be done differently? Probably. Pride could charge money for the events lead-
ing to the festival and a $25 entrance fee like done in other cities. They could use big-
ger entertainment names in hopes of drawing in people but the same occurs in other 
cities — alcohol sales fund most of the event and vendor marts of various companies, 
services etc. are present. Personally, I feel a large entrance fee would drop the attend-
ance substantially and it would be relegated to the same smaller population of individ-
uals that support multiple philanthropic events (who are needed and appreciated) and 
not the entire diverse community: gay and otherwise that it does now.

I know that the publisher of The Word was a part of pride many, many years ago. The 
festival celebrated and recognised that there were gay people in Indiana but what did 
it do besides allow people to gather in one place?

I do not doubt that some of the vendors who participated this year distanced them-
selves far, far away from the festivals years ago: it was a different time. Not because of 
the lack of interest or size of festival but indeed, it wasn’t “popular” to be a part of the 
gay community. There may have been some who were there to purely capitalise on the 
gay dollar. Who cares? They were there. No one was there to spread hate. It continues 
to be my choice and every person’s choice at the festival to spend their money any way 
they want. Just as it is the editor’s choice not to purchase the alcohol brand next to the 
pride name.

I am proud that my employer, Wishard Health Services, was in attendance. They have 
been in the parade for three years now and a part of the festival for more. They have 
also offered same-sex benefits to my partner for as many years. When did their views 
change? I do not know but I feel strongly that pride, the gay community and even 
The Word help contribute to our changing times. I choose to work for them over the 
religious-based hospitals for the very same reason I choose to spend money on certain 

Summer Sippers and Simple Syrups is my title this month and it’s go-
ing to be short and sweet because this time of year everyone’s too hot 
to expend much energy!

That said, an easy way to add a bit of zip to Summer beverages is with 
simple syrups. 

You can make your own, blending equal parts of sugar and water and 
then infuse with herbs, fruits or flowers from your garden or local 
farmers market. 

Or you can sample the ready-to-go products from Royal Rose. Their 
line of simple syrups are pure and affordable. No added “gunk” like 
some pre-made syrups on the market. 

The selections include Rose, Raspberry, Cardamom, Clove and Saf-
fron. They are made with pure ingredients that lend a lift to cocktails, 
marinated meats, coffee, tea, ice cream or yoghurt. Each bottle has 
a clever culinary use for the flavour on its label PLUS a pocket size 
recipe booklet with dozens of cocktail recipes for each. 

A little bit goes a long way so priced at $11.99 a bottle it’s an easy way 
to expand your cocktail and cooking horizons without breaking the 
budget. 

Two other NEW products in 
the market targeted for Sum-
mer drinking fun:

—Soleil Mango Mimosa. This 
sparkling wine is blended with 
fresh Peruvian mango juice. 
It’s lip smacking fun that will 
take you away to the tropics 
without the passport or secu-
rity check. You can drink it 
straight (or gayly) or use it as a 
base for punch and add some 
frozen strawberries or blueber-
ries for “ice cubes”.  Look for 
Pomegranate and mini-cans 
of Orange Mimosa from this 
same producer on wine shoppe 
shelves soon. 

—Ty-Ku Coconut Nigori Sake. Known as “Cloudy Sake,” the secret 
to Nigori sake’s lusciously sweet flavour is the small amount of rice 
purposefully unfiltered to leave behind a rich, creamy taste. Coconut 
juice is added creating a gluten free beverage that can be sipped and 
savoured chilled or at room temperature. 

And for this month, that’s Jill’s Swill. Enjoy your August and as the old 
song said, see you in September!
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For Really Clean 
Windows, Go
Streak Free!

Indy’s Residential  & 
Commercial Window 

Cleaning Service,         
Offering Power Washing 
& Gutter Cleaning, Too!

For The Best View In Town... Call Streak Free!
889.8017 or 694.4819
streakfree77@att.net

Continued From The Previous Page
vendors and companies in Indianapolis because they are supportive of the gay com-
munity.

In 2013, I did not contribute any volunteer services to the pride festival. It was my 
year to just enjoy the event. The music wasn’t necessarily to my liking and I am not a 
fan of coconut flavoured rum but pride is not designed to cater to me. There are sev-
eral key people and hundreds of volunteers who work hard to create multiple events 
designed to attract a diverse community. Pride will never please the entire population, 
nor should it try. And if someone feels that it doesn’t represent them or their vision 
of the gay community, I know from experience there are some compassionate people 
involved who will listen to those concerns and encourage that person to offer solutions 
or better yet, volunteer to make it as diverse as possible. 

But it saddens me deeply that over the course of my almost 10 years involvement — 
whether volunteering, as a former pride board member or as a participant — to see 
year-after-year someone ripping down the hard work that so many people have con-
tributed to in efforts to bring the community together.

I am however, proud that I saw an opportunity to help and make a difference, however 
small, during the rebirth and expansion of Circle City Pride. But it will only continue 
to grow when people are proud, not downers...

Michael O’Neal / Indianapolis.

Great job on your article (on prides and gay businesses) in The Word. I agree 
with you that there are many non-gay businesses at pride festivals now but that tells 
me these businesses are willing to support the gay community. Exit 16 Flea Market  
owned by one gay man and a straight man had a booth at Louisville pride for the 

4th year running . It was refreshing to see the harmonious relationships between all 
genre of human beings and we were proud to support the festival. We will be back 
again next year and for years to come because we are a part of the celebration

 
Tom McCory and Dan Collins
Exit 16 Flea Market
P.O. Box 246
Memphis Indiana 47143.

Our observations...

What can we say to Dan except thanks for attending and for the kind words about 
our editorial. The Word was a proud sponsor of Louisville Pride and we were thrilled 
so many folks stopped by our booth to visit with Lee and our crew, including you and 
Tom!

To Michael, I think much of what you had to say exactly typifies the problems as I see 
them and as others do as well — issues which were the reason for and which were 
clearly stated in the July editorial. It also saddens me that you seem to imply in your 
letter that the ends justify the means — that the fence, security and what I felt then 
and still feel is too much dependence upon alcohol by pride participants is justified 
by any profits made and then given to gay and lesbian charities and service groups. If 
you will re-read what we wrote last issue, it clearly says that this is not, we feel, about 
numbers (of people or dollars) but is about how we as a community show our pride 
and invite the larger public to share in it. Having to be checked, and pass through a 
fence is not, in my and others’ way of thinking a very proud moment. And for those 
passing by and wanting to enjoy the music, vendors and the day, having to find a gate 
and go through the same search and inspection is just not welcoming.

I frankly won’t be drinking, not only the brand of liquor which sponsored pride, but 
I don’t drink any other brands, either. I hardly drink at all, which is why I suppose it 
bothers me so much that we as a community seem to be so alcohol-dependent that 
we are unable to have even one event or one day where over-consumption of booze is 
not a factor. If it were not, then the state would not require that fence, those inspec-
tions and all the rest. Pride could return to what it used to be — an open park or street 
where anyone could come and go, celebrate and truly be proud. 

Each city or place is unique, too, Michael, and a point you missed in the editorial was 
that every pride is and has changed. While the fence made Indianapolis less desirable 
for me, in other locations political in-fighting among the committee meant they never 
got their PR out and crowds were down 30 and 40 percent. In others the events suf-
fered from rain and in still others charges (I have never seen $25 charged anywhere, 
but I am sure somewhere does.0) and financial issues forced events to change.

And, as the editorial said, everywhere is different, at least somewhat, as our commu-
nity has changed since The Word started in 1991. That’s part of why you and others 
sometimes find those newspapers a bit harder to find tucked away in the corners of 
the bars. There are, simply put, fewer gay bars than we had in 1991, but making up 
for that we now have 3,000+ a month reading this newspaper not in dead tree form, 
but online and on their iPhones, iPads and Droids. None of these options had even 
been thought of in 1991 but keeping up with changing times means we have shifted 
with them. I frankly foresee a day when there may not even be a print edition of many 
newspapers, but while we are awaiting that day, we need to get them out to where 
people still congregate and I think that’s being done.

Finally, where we congregate and where we buy and party were main points of the 
July editorial which you seem to have missed. It’s important that we do party and buy 
everywhere and anywhere. We gays have spent a lot of years wanting to be accepted, 
be equal, be welcome and be out. Now that the tide has started to turn and we can 
dance with our same-sex partners at most every club in the Midwest and elsewhere, or 
shop or stay anyplace we wish we should not forget the gay businesses who supported 
us when we did not always have that right or that welcome mat out for us. Too many 
members of the community are failing to remember (or for the younger set, have not 
lived through) the bad old days. All too many seem to recall is the here and now which 
means in addition to thanks to businesses, like the one you work for, who do support 
us, we must not forget those who always have. It’s great your hospital has been coming 
to pride for a few years, and it’s super that like me, you get partner benefits, but we 
MUST remember those who were in the first 15-minute parades and prides when a 
few thousand — not 85,000 — came out, so my reply is I am pleased to hear from you, 
even critically, as you are involved, working for the good of all and active, but under-
stand our community has a history and as the quote says, those who forget the past 
are doomed to repeat it. I for one would never like to see that day, which was my point 
last month and remains so. — Ted Fleischaker.
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Bill Malcolm / Word Columnist

Play 
Ball!

We have bowling team news, results from Indy’s softball tournament, tennis 
tournaments, and to beat the heat in the southern Midwest, we escape to Wisconsin.  

Here’s a wrap-up of Midwest sports and travel news...

TENNIS- There are lots of tennis meets this month and next. Chicago has one 9th 
through 11th August, followed by Detroit’s Motor City Classic the 17th through 19th. 

Next month IndyTennis will have their “Classic 10” tournament 28th through 30th 
September. They will also have a singles warm up this month on 24th August. Details 
of the tennis meets, including registration forms, may be found at www.glta.net which 
is where you can also find the schedule for Louisville’s Talk Tennis Club.

SOFTBALL- In Indianapolis, the Circle City Pride softball season ended in mid-July. 
The winning competitive team was Mass Ave Pub while the winning recreational team 
was Fusion, who are shown below. 

Hike with the new “Gay, Lesbian, Bi & Trans Outdoors Meetup Group” (See www.
meetup.com for current schedule.). And don’t miss Wingra Park (on Lake Wingra) 
where you can rent a boat or canoe. 

Next visit the Olbrich Gardens. The Thai Pavillion is great and they feature lots of 
Midwest native plants in their garden. Then rent a bike from B-cycle or Yellow Jersey 
on State Street (And don’t miss the often-shirtless boys who populate that popular 
hangout — remember this is where the University of Wisconsin is located!) and ride 
your bike along the Lakeshore Trail out to Picnic Point or to the nearby Capitol Lakes 
or Sugar River Trails.

Saturday mornings you will want to go to the Farmer’s Market around Capitol Square 
and then walk up State Street. From 6 to 8 p.m. Sundays, enjoy the Mad City Ski Club 
water ski show on Lake Monona at Law Park. It’s free and a must.  

After all that exercise, you are ready to have a beer and a brat (pronounced “brawt”) at 
the UW Memorial Terrace on Lake Mendota. (Yes, this is likely the only student union 
in the country that serves beer and has it’s very own lakeside dining area, too.)  Sample 
the many new micro brews: Capitol Brewery, New Glarus Brewery (from Wisconsin’s 
famous “Swiss town”, the Angry Troll, Lake Louie and more! 

For dinner, enjoy the new restaurants on Williamson Street (You will think you are in 
Portland.) and mingle with the urban hipsters while you sample the latest Thai food 
or other delights. Later you can go to the bars: Woofs (which is having a King Street 
block party after-party event 17 August) as well as Plan B on Williamson Street (for the 
dancers in the crowd).  
 
For more Madison activities, check www.ourlivesmadison.com the city magazine’s 
website.  For local activities, check the weekly, www.isthmus.com
 
Next, it’s off to Milwaukee to enjoy the Public Market, stunning architecture and art at 
the Milwaukee Art Museum which features the first Midwest showing of 30 Americans 
through 8th September.  

For more ideas, pick up a copy of The Wisconsin Gazette or Green Bay-based Quest 
Magazine (www.quest-online.com)
 
Next we travel north to beautiful Door County to stay at the Chanticleer Guest 
House (www.chanticleerguesthouse.com) in Sturgeon Bay. From 20th through 22nd 
September, Door County is sponsoring a “commit with pride” weekend for gay and 
lesbian couples with special lodging packages, dining specials and shopping discounts. 
To register or learn more, visit www.doorcounty.com/Commit

Yes, the Badger State is a lot of fun and has warm (not usually overly hot) Summer 
weather for heat-weary Hoosier, Ohio, Illinois and Kentucky travellers. You are never 
far from a lake, great or otherwise here, either. 

At the July tournament, the winning competitive team was 45 while the winning 
recreational team was Gregs. This year the league split into competitive teams and 
recreational teams with the latter being more for the novices. Special thanks to the 
bar sponsors and especially K Squared (the King and Kolbus law firm) which also 
sponsored a team for the first time this year. Baseball commissioner Jess Edwards and 
Treasurer Chris Morehead did a great job this year, too, and it was a lot of fun.

BOWLING- The 18th Annual TGIF Classic Indianapolis Bowling Tournament had 160 
bowlers and guests this year from around the country. Besides two days of bowling, it 
featured a swimming pool party and fireworks show. The winners were: 
Singles - Chris McClellen (Indianapolis) 
Doubles - Stephen Spiker & Altonio Coates (Indianapolis) 
Team - John Boggess & Joe Jeffers (Mesa, Arizona), Robert Gramze (Redford, Mich.), 
and Ken Scaddan (Ontario, Canada) 
All Events - Dan Isenbarger (Indianapolis). 

Fall leagues start in September.  For more information and to get involved, e-mail 
indypridebowl@yahoo.com 

ESCAPE TO WISCONSIN
For those looking for a perfect August getaway, the Badger State beckons. Escape to 
Wisconsin! Yes, Wisconsin is a great place for a nearby Summer get away. Head first 
to Madison (a city with four lakes and a downtown which sits on an isthmus between 
two large lakes). 

Cana Island Light -- Photo courtesy of Visit Door County.org
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FEEL ALL THE STRESS & TENSION
MELT FROM YOUR BODY

UNDER THE HANDS
OF A NATIONALLY-CERTIFIED

MASSAGE THERAPIST

 INCREDIBLE 
90 Minute MASSAGE 

FOR JUST $75
CLINIC LOCATED On East 86th Street In The Nora Area

CALL RON AT
(317) 902-2796

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
WITH QUALITY MASSAGE!

What’s The Largest Circulation Gay & Lesbian 
Newspaper In The Southern Midwest?

For Info Call 317/725.8840

Garfield Park Summer Concert Series Presents
Pride of Indy Bands 
at the MacAllister Ampitheater • 2432 Conservatory Dr

Thursday, August 15th 

7PM • FREE!
Sunshine, picnics, music...what more could 
you want in a summer evening? Come 
see the Concert and Jazz bands perform 
at Garfield Park in this amazing venue.

Our Media Partners:

like us | follow us | watch us

For more information, visit us at 
www.prideofindy.org

Part of the 2013 Pops Series 
at Garfield Park

For more info: 
317.327.7053 

www.indy.gov/parks
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Sheila's 
Column

By Sheila Suess Kennedy
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When It Comes To 
Downtown Living 

We Got All The Bases 
Covered!

*Hardwood floors,
*16ft. ceilings
*2 Blocks To Circle Centre
*1 Block To Lilly
*Supermarket Within 1 Mile
*Easy Interstate Access
*Free Indoor Parking Included

Rents From Just 
$775-$1800 Monthly

Immediate Occupancy!

A Taste Of Manhattan In 
Downtown Indianapolis!

Call 
800.849.4853

More and more, I find myself mulling over the question posed by Rodney King in 
the wake of his horrific beating at the hands of the L.A.P.D. and the ensuing riots: 
“Can’t we all get along?”

Evidently, we can’t.

As I write this, a jury in Florida has just acquitted George Zimmerman of Second-
Degree Murder in the killing of Trayvon Martin. As a recovering lawyer, I am not 
prepared to argue with the jury’s verdict. For one thing, I didn’t watch the trial. And 
for another, there are elements of a crime that must be proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt in order to justify a conviction. From the bits and pieces I did see, it appeared 
that the prosecution was struggling to prove Zimmerman had the requisite criminal 
intent.

But while it may be possible to absolve Zimmerman of legal liability for Martin’s 
death, his moral culpability — and what it tells us about human behaviour in the 
presence of difference — is quite clear.

From all accounts, Zimmerman was one of those pathetic wanna-be macho types 
that gay and lesbian folks — and especially gay men — encounter all too frequently. 
He’d wanted to be a police officer and had been rejected on more than one occasion 
— rejections for which we should all feel grateful. He compensated by buying a gun 
(Feelings of inadequacy are an all-too-common reason for owning a firearm.) and by 
participating in his neighbourhood watch where he could exercise an authority he 
did not otherwise possess. 

In the television interviews that followed the shooting but preceded his trial, his 
self-righteousness and embarrassing swagger were on display. This was not an 
individual who was self-reflective. He displayed no remorse about taking the life of 
an unarmed teenager whom he had voluntarily stalked, despite being told by the 
police dispatcher to “go home and let us handle it.”

Zimmerman saw Martin as someone who was different and thus suspicious. I 
think it is too facile to assume this was all about race, although it’s hard to believe 
that race did not play a role. Martin was dressed differently. He “didn’t belong” 
on the turf that Zimmerman evidently believed was his to protect. His difference 
and his very presence was a challenge. And so Zimmerman provoked a deadly 
confrontation.

The parallels to attacks on gay men are hard to ignore.

How many times has a homophobic attacker defended his resort to violence by 
insisting that he was “protecting himself” from an unwanted advance? How often 
have we seen one of these insecure bullies try to prove his manhood by provoking a 
confrontation?

Friends who work with victims of domestic violence tell much the same story. The 
abusive spouse (usually, but not always, a male) is typically emotionally-stunted and 
insecure, a George Zimmerman type trying desperately to prove to himself that he’s 
a big, macho man.

None of us will live long enough to see a society without these deeply flawed 
individuals, but we could take steps to make them less dangerous, beginning with 
reasonable restrictions on gun ownership and laws imposing significant financial 
liability on firearm misuse. (If the homeowner’s “watch” group that enabled 
Zimmerman’s vigilantism had to pay civil damages, such groups would get serious 
about vetting and training their members.) 

In the past decade or so, we have brought gay-bashing and other hate crimes out 
of the shadows that hid both the closeted and their tormenters and we have gotten 
much more serious about addressing domestic violence. We have even begun 
to get serious about prosecuting police officers who engage in Zimmerman-like 
behaviours. 

But we have a long way to go before we all “just get along.”
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Panther’s 
Perspective

By Panther Daddy / Word Columnist
The Supreme Court decisions on DOMA and PROP 8 have summarily placed the 
concepts of marriage and marriage equality under the national and international
microscope.

Across the country, state governments are rushing to join the chorus of voices, either 
singing the praises of, or the pitfalls with, same sex couples forming legal partnerships. 
Partnerships are, by definition, “arrangements where parties agree to cooperate to 
advance their mutual interests”. Partnership is truly the basis of any relationship, 
regardless of the moniker. We form partnerships each day and for the most part, it 
doesn’t become an experiment that requires dissection, discussion, research or vitriol. 
They just happen as a matter course in everyday human interaction.

In some ways, it seems that partnerships are the great equaliser. By nature, 
partnerships breed cooperation rather than competition. Partnerships encourage
collaboration rather than conflict, dialog as opposed to diatribes and pooling of 
resources rather than dissipating them. All parties involved bring their best to
the table to ensure an outcome of mutual satisfaction. Most of us call this a win / win 
scenario. 

We in the Kink community may do well to look at how we can best utilise the concept 
of partnership not only in our personal relationships, but also, how we can broaden 
that concept to working together as a community to accomplish the stated goals 
of education, diversity, safety and good, mutually satisfying social and/or sexual 
intercourse.

In the past month or so, a few groups in The Word readership area have emerged that 
seem to have been able to harness the power of partnership and use the
concept in both form and function.

In Louisville, there is a new centre for the Kink Community called The Fringe Element. 
This club is an actual physical structure with classrooms, a play space, a staging area 
and an area for socialising. While the building itself isn’t particularly remarkable, its 
existence speaks to the ability of the communities of Louisville and Lexington’s, gay, 
pan, bi and straight Kink communities to partner and create an inclusive atmosphere. 

In checking out their web page, www.louisvillefringe.com BEACH BLANKET 
BEATINGS literally hits the viewer square in the face. The mind’s eye images it 
conjures up cannot adequately be described in a public newspaper. However, it is 
enough to pique curiosity and requires a stroll through their listings of monthly 
offerings. Fringe Elements is billed as a community centre and it most certainly has 
designed itself to surpass that goal.

In fact, taken separately, there is abundant activity taking place in the Louisville and 
Lexington area in August. Crossings Lexington (www.crossingslexington.com)
will be having their Mr. Crossings Bear Contest 3 August and their Mr. Crossings 
Contest on the 10th. Leather, Bears and The Imperial Court are key ingredients in the 
recipe for a good time.

About 40 minutes southwest of downtown Louisville in Mauckport, Indiana, Stag Run 
Club (www.stagrunclub.com), a clothing optional, all male campground, will
be hosting their annual Leather Camping Weekend with Tri-State Leather/Rubber 
(www.mrtristateleather.com) the weekend of 2nd-4th August. They will also be
having their first-ever Mr. Stag Run Leather Contest. So if you men and boys enjoy 
camping, nudity, leather and a little show and tell, check out Stag Run that
weekend. Their “ Kitchen Nazi” can give Paula Deen a run for her money. Not so much 
for her 19th century verbiage but because of his ability to orchestrate community 
potluck dinners that require at least two hours of down time before skinny dipping or 
any other type of dipping that may take place during a leather weekend.

A little further northeast in Indiana, we have Camp Buckwood (www.campbuckwood.
com). 16-18th August, Buckwood will be hosting the Indiana Falcons (www.
indianafalcons.org) for their annual Leather Run and Buckwood’s, Mr. Buckwood 
Leather Contest. The Falcons of Indy host their leather run at Buckwood
each year and by all accounts, the event is a shower and a grower. The guys are fun, 
the food is great , libations are a plenty and most leave the weekend very
satisfied on many different levels.

Also in Indianapolis in August, Ms. Kendra will be busy hosting her annual Great 
Lakes Leather Alliance Weekend. Each year, this event brings national figures
of the Kink community to Indy to educate, entertain and produce one of the 
longest running contests in the area. Check out their weekend schedule at www.
greatlakesleather.org

One last group that seems to exemplify the concept of partnership is a group called 
Titans of the Midwest. This group is composed of individuals from all over the 
Midwest region who travel to different cities and put on Kink U weekends. Kink U is a 
collection of classes and demos designed to educate kinksters, from the novice to the 
experienced. Now, Kink Colleges are not a new concept as they have been around for 
years. What makes Titans unique is that it is a travelling show with a different cast of 
characters at each visited city, much like the travelling casts of successful Broadway 
shows. 

The Titans typically partner with local clubs, venues and organisations to do the event 
and bring Kink to the masses as opposed to the masses having to travel. A good way to 
describe them would be Kink College Mobile. Their next Kink U will be held at Blazing 
Saddles, 2nd August in Des Moines, Iowa.

Certainly, there are more groups out there that have learned how to use the concept 
of partnership, not only for the betterment of their respective groups but also for the 
community as a whole. It is important to remember, in any partnership whether it is 
professional or personal, to bring your best qualities to the table. It is combining these 
best qualities that creates a long-lasting, far-reaching dynamic that will build bridges 
to make for a much stronger community.

—Panther Daddy
ebonypapa@aol.com

Downtown Serenity AlAnon Family
Group

(New  (as of June 2012) Group Meeting in Downtown Indianapolis)

Thursdays at 6 pm

Roberts Park United Methodist Church
(Library)

401 N. Delaware Street
Indianapolis, IN  46204

Free parking is available in the lot east of the church. If you park on the
street be aware the meters are in effect until 9 pm.

Use the “office” entrance on Vermont Street and follow the signs to the
Library (located near the Delaware Street entrance).

There will be no separate beginner meetings at this location, but beginners
are welcomed and encouraged to attend.

Questions?
Contact Jim D.
317.513.8229
downtownafg@hotmail.com
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CREATE YOUR OWN DESTINY  

Build an agency in which you set the limits of your earning potential.  
If you are dynamic and ready to create your own destiny, 

the American National Family of Companies might be just the right fit for you. 

You can protect your new clientele with comprehensive coverage for 
auto, home, life, fixed annuities, commercial and agribusiness, and much more. 

We offer comprehensive training, attractive bonus programs, 
competitive commissions, and wonderful incentives! 

Contact us today to begin the path to your new destiny! 

 

Scott Lynch, MLGA 
513-275-1968 

scott.lynch@american-national.com 
American National Insurance Company – Galveston, TX  |  American National Property And Casualty Company  – Springfield, MO  |  Farm Family Group of Insurance Companies – Glenmont, NY 

American National Property And Casualty Company and Farm Family Group of Insurance Companies are subsidiaries of American National Insurance Company. 
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FRIDAY, SEPT. 6
6 P.M. - MIDNIGHT
PRIDE NIGHT IS A FUNDRAISER FOR THE GAY AND LESBIAN 

COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER CINCINNATI.

CINCYGLBT.COM

Brought to you in part by these fine sponsors:
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Rain Fails To Dampen The 
Pride Spirit In Cincinnati!

Cincinnati Pride Photos For The Word By Lori Pike
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21 March - 20 April

Remember when Bjork foamed at the mouth and attacked that reporter? Yeah, try not 
to go that route in August. Despite what may seem to be a strenuous month over-all, 
Foxy encourages you to find felicity in moments of achievement despite their minis-
cule nature. Adversity may not be under your command but as a feisty unstoppable 
ram, mood and self-control can be.   

21 April - 20 May

Free your mind dear Taurus, and the rest will follow. I observe that to you a nasty little 
imp known as change can be abrasive, albeit crucial. Minding your needs over fanci-
ful desires will lead to a progressive freedom. Chains that bind do not protect you this 
August. They restrict you. Obliterate them fearlessly and explore your new terrain. I 
dare you! 

21 May - 20 June

You’ve been stretched tighter than a certain “timeless Diva’s” epidermis. August ushers 
in stark clarity. Overall conquest may be your ultimate goal but your “connection” with 
someone concerns you most. Back up though as this is a different kind of love song. 
This tug of war may no longer suit you. With other pending aspirations, you’re bound 
to release the rope.

 

21 June - 22 July

“Cancer be nimble and Cancer be quick. August is fruitful but lays it on thick.” Fortui-
tous as your last months have been, hopefully your batteries are charged. The possi-
bilities will make or break the remaining months of the year for you. Fortunately many 
opportunities will abound.  So long as you’re willing to implement some extra efforts, 
you’ll be a happy crab.  

23 July - 22 August

Leos are all about urges, but let us touch on that. Kirstie Alley may have the “urge” to 
dip an extra crispy chicken leg into a bucket of cookie dough, but . . . no ma’am. While 
you may feel compelled to rest on your laurels, nothing feels as great as making an in-
vestment in one’s improvement. Recalibrating your know-how and lifestyle might even 
attract somebody watching. 

23 August - 22 September

“One, and no other figure, is the answer to all sums.” –Patrick White (famous gay Aus-
tralian writer) Virgos have this awful trait of denying help, but would happiness ensue 
if assistance was given? Nope. Alas! The idea of a vacation in July may have been 
equivolent to a randomly grazed boob in a crowded elevator to you. Sadly one won’t 
present itself in August. You still have far too much to accomplish.  

A Gay Guide To Reading Between Signs

Foxy’s 
Starcast 23 September - 23 October

You’re in quite the ambitious temperament. Before you start slinging proverbial 
Christmas décor everywhere, “Auntie Mame”, remember, it’s August. There’s no harm 
in anticipating things to come in life, but focus more on life’s blessings that are pre-
sent. With all your good “ju ju” so long as you avoid jumping the gun, you’ll find the 
“scales” will tip in your favor.    

24 October - 22 November

You could spare loved ones the nuisance of walking on eggshells this month, little bird, 
by flying away from here. Annie Lennox is right. All is well with work, health, and love. 
Social claustrophobia is your only current issue. Attend a play you’ve been dying to 
see, or go to a “foodie festival” alone. Nothing too exhausting, as you need to regener-
ate. 

23 November - 22 December

Known for having a wandering mind, letting yourself be so is the best medicine for 
irritating August. Much like Nicki Minaj’s fashion sense, work will be chaotic and diffi-
cult to process. Toss in unexplained feeling of aggravation and you will feel more than 
“da da done.” Seeing as how Nicki is a fellow Sagittarius, take her advice and go on a 
“Roman holiday.”

 

 

23December - 19 January

“Spring was never waiting for us girl, it ran one step ahead.” So should you. Nobody 
said life was cake, but whether it melts in the rain is up to how much you “waterproof” 
it. Your effort to rebuild life after all that’s passed is admirable; however success is 
hardly ever instantaneous. Keep up the good work. Hold it together for yourself and 
nobody else. 

20 January - 18 February

Don’t be a chicken. Fly higher than an eagle and put some wind beneath those wings. 
You made great strides last month attaining “soul shards” necessary for personal 
growth. Planetary layouts will make you lackadaisical. No time for self-doubt. You’ll 
need to work twice as hard to achieve important goals. While arduous, don’t give up 
on your projects. 

19 February - 19 March

Some drastic changes with Pluto have your sense of security dissipating for no reason. 
Manifesting unwanted problems with no basis in reality will paint your mind with 
delusion. Initiate some “knee deep” work in your financial plans, and you’ll feel more 
capable and secure. Relax and know that everything’s coming up Pisces.

Where Does Kentucky Turn For Gay & Lesbian News?
Right Here, Of Course!

Call Us For Ad Info @ 502/454.4877 In Louisville!
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Too often these days, the future may be uncertain.
So make a change. The American National family of companies is looking for 

successful people like you to become agents and continue the company’s history of 
success and commitment to provide superior service.

As an exclusive American National family of companies agent, you can have 
the freedom to set your own hours, plan your agency’s future, and reap the rewards 
of your high performance! Our reputation for quality and high industry ratings 
backs the products you sell, including property and casualty insurance, life and 
annuity products, and agribusiness and commercial lines. In addition, we provide 
comprehensive tools to help assure your success.  
 
What awaits you with the American National family of companies?* 
H	 Support you can count on: American National family of companies is a financially 

strong company with high industry ratings. 
H	 Tools to help you succeed: American National family of companies offers extensive 

product and sales training to help you achieve success faster.
H	 A helping hand: For newly contracted agents, financing options are available 

during the first four years to help you get established.
H	 Rewards for your outstanding effort and results: 
•	Commission incentives are available for high production and profitability.
•	Numerous other bonus opportunities are in place, including annual profit 

bonuses.
•	There are incentives for completing additional industry education.
•	You will have an opportunity to qualify for annual trips to exotic destinations 

around the globe for you and your guest. 

If you are interested in learning more about establishing an exclusive 
relationship and an agency, contact us at:

Would you like to have control of your future,
of where you work, your hours, your income potential 
and how your business is run? We can help.

Form 10272-C
RV  1-13

Scott Lynch, MLGA
7908 Cincinnati Dayton Rd., Suite A  |  West Chester, OH 45069

513-275-1968
Please send resume and cover letter to: scott.lynch@american-national.com

* F O R  R E C R U I T I N G  P U R P O S E S  O N LY.  This is not a contract, and contains only a general description of 
the opportunities available through the American National family of companies. Agents contracted with the American 
National family of companies are independent contractors, not employees. American National reserves the right to 
discontinue, replace or modify agent contracts at any time. Comprehensive reporting will be gathered on all applicants 
including credit check, motor vehicle report, background investigation and drug screen.

American National Insurance Company – Galveston, TX  |  American National Property And Casualty Company – Springfield, Missouri  |  Farm Family Group of Insurance Companies
American National Property And Casualty Company and Farm Family Group of Insurance Companies are subsidiaries of American National Insurance Company
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Damron
LGBT Travel Guides

with the 2013

For nearly 50 years, Damron has listed LGBT resorts, B&Bs, nightclubs, 
restaurants, cruises, tours & much more, across the US, Canada, Europe & beyond.

We’ll show you where to go! Trip OUT with Damron. 

Call for a free catalog. Got iPhone or iPad? Find Gay Scout and Gurl Scout in iTunes.
415/255-0404            www.damron.com

Out!Trip
We can help you check this off your bucket list!

We fly in Indianapolis and all surrounding areas.

We have Indiana’s only Easy Access Basket (with a door)

And we offer hotel pickup if needed.

$15 OFF
Per person. When mentioning this ad.

Visit www.InABalloon.com
for more information, pricing and booking a ride.

This “Easy Access Basket”  
has a door that makes it  
easy to get in and out.

Take a 
hot air balloon 

ride over Indiana

317.863.0318
tony@midwestballoonrides.com
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Food For 
Thought

Gossip 
Cats

By Gossipcats Britain & Sydney By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher
INDIANAPOLIS—It’s interesting as whenever a new eatery opens, I get a lot of calls, 
e-mails and folks either urging me to try it or recommending I stay away, depending 
what they think of the eats there. Such is always the case, but opinions have never 
been more divided than with South of Chicago Pizza & Beef which opened awhile 
back at 619 Virginia Ave. on the way to Fountain Square.

Anyway, as travels had us in the area, we walked in the door of South of Chicago with 
four friends about 12.45 p.m. on a recent Monday for lunch not having a clue what 
we’d really find.  

One friend had told us, “It’s the best beef anywhere and you won’t be going anywhere 
else once you try it,” while another said, “The owner needs to go back to Chicago be-
cause if that’s what he thinks their pizzas and beef taste like, he obviously hasn’t been 
in awhile.”

Our five-some’s views after we dined were as diverse as the above comments for while 
three of us liked it (though with some reservations) the remaining two are in absolute-
ly no rush to return. Comments at the table: Three of us did the deep dish pizza buffet 
and salad bar (11 a.m.-2 p.m. weekdays) while two ordered off the menu, one a pizza 
and one an Italian Beef sandwich. The three having the pizza and salad bar, which also 
included do-it-yourself Italian beef as that was the Monday bonus, all came away fairly 
happy with the deep dish pizza, unimpressed with the mini salad bar and none-too 
happy with the Italian beef which we thought lacked the flavour and the spiciness oth-
ers have in their versions. 

The diner who did the menu Italian beef concurred 100% calling South of Chicago’s 
rendition rubbery and flavourless while the guy who wanted thin crust pizza and or-
dered one off the menu said his, while huge in size, was dull, lacked much in the way 
of spices or flavour and was nothing too exciting. He especially pointed out the bland 
tomato sauce base, which several of those of us eating from the buffet also noticed. 
How hard is a bit of salt or some more oregano?

Sadly, one of the two things all five of us agreed on is that the restaurant’s layout is 
poor, with the table for five we were at in a corner which was badly in need of light 
(any light) and jammed by the pizza bar meaning everyone from kitchen staff to cus-
tomers were bumping us, waiting inches from the table and gave absolutely no illusion 
of privacy. The traffic flow and lighting definitely need work.

Another observation was that staff and management obviously do not pay much atten-
tion to what “sells” and what does not on the pizza buffet. It would be easy to switch 
pizzas midway through lunch if one thing was being eaten and others not. When we 
arrived, there were three pizzas on offer. Actually, two and an empty spot awaiting 
more pepperoni pie. The other choices were a spinach and sun-dried tomato and a 
bacon and sausage to the best of our recollections. We enjoyed an hour-long leisurely 
lunch and at the end looked again as we left at the pizza buffet. The pepperoni had 
been delicious and was restocked at least three times with fresh pizzas during our stay. 
The others were mostly still there — dregs from the ones which were in place when 
we arrived. Maybe everyone just loves pepperoni or doesn’t get excited about bacon or 
spinach but for whatever reason, two of the pizzas sat while the third was going and 
going. They can and should do better choosing what to put out.

Finally, a word about prices at South of Chicago and this one’s a single word we can all 
agree on, too: good.  The pizza buffet and the menu items are all fairly priced and for 
that we were grateful. We noted, too, that every day the pizza bar has an add-on (like 
the Italian Beef the day we visited) and that adds value, as does the fact that all-you-
want tea and sodas are also included. 

So our conclusion? We will go back again sometime and try South of Chicago a second 
time, but it won’t be next week or the week after because it just was not THAT good 
while it is deserving of a 2nd chance. 

We disagree with both of the commentators we quoted at the start of this article, too, 
because while we didn’t find the Italian beef that grand, we did find the one pizza we 
all ate to be on par with what we used to get at Louisville’s original Impellizzeri’s or  
Uno and Giordano’s back in the day when they were across the street from one another 
in the Windy City. 

We’d recommend you try South of Chicago if you like a lot of food, priced fairly and 
let us know what you or your group thinks since ours was so totally mixed. 

E-mails are welcome at ted@midwestword.com

Whew! What a month we have had here at gossip cats’ central and the heat was not 
just from that mid-Summer sun, either. The phone, e-mail and all have been off the 
hook. First off, though, we cats need to clarify something: Yes, our owner has put 
The Word up for sale ‘cause he wants to spend more time in his chair relaxing with 
us asleep on his lap, but no the paper is not going out of business even if he doesn’t 
sell. Afterall, he has to make the cash for all our cat food somehow, right? Anyway, 
we pussies plan to be right here so do not get your hopes up that we will be going 
anywhere, despite some hateful rumours to the contrary!... Speaking of going, we 
understand that the manager of a well-known Midwest bar is now gone and 
that he “dug” his own hole which he then had to climb into recently. From the 
way the owner tells it, he was not the most kind, polite and friendliest guy to his staff, 
customers or owner and couldn’t even manage to make it to a meeting with said owner 
on time to discuss changes he wanted made.  We hear he’s landed on his feet elsewhere 
and wish him all the best, but do remember there are some folks you just do not keep 
waiting when they call for you to meet them. And the customer, while not always right, 
does always deserve a polite response when she or he asks a question. Oh, and finally, 
when someone asks which of two daily specials you would suggest they order and asks 
which you like best “Neither! I do not like either one!” is NOT an acceptable answer, 
especially when given to a regular customer in a disgusted tone!... Speaking of tones, 
we wish to offer in hushed tones fond farewells to three friends who recently 
crossed the Rainbow Bridge and to their humans offer all the sympathy we possibly 
can. We will miss Woofer, the 9+ year faithful canine companion of Word assistant Lee 

and his partner, Tom. Woof died suddenly 
a few nights ago and is sadly missed by 
we pussies and his humans in Western 
Indiana. We also say a fond farewell to 
Chad, below, the family member of friend 
Rusty Lockett who runs the Cincinnati 
Gay & Lesbian Centre. Chad, 13, crossed 
the bridge the last week of June and 

Rusty tells these cats his home has not been the same since, though his kitten Mac 
is trying to fill the gap. And finally, Louisville friend Paul recently lost his forever 
companion Jack. Paul noted when telling friends about Jack’s passing: “He passed 
quietly from life to death, without flinching, as the vet injected him, and as I scratched 
him on the head while wishing him a good ‘night-night.’ Jack was 12 years old and was 
with me through the numerous tragedies of the last decade of my life.” We at gossip 
central wish all of our four-legged brothers and sisters who left us the best and we 
ask them to be sure you look up Lila and Madison, our former co-authors, while you 
await your owners at the bridge!... On a happier note (well, several) Congrats to 
Dayton’s cutest couple: John and  Jeffree on their engagement and also passing the 
“real test” of a relationship —  a 4,000+ mile car trip together which took them to the 
Badlands of South Dakota, Yellowstone Park, The Utah Canyonlands and back! And 
they not only did it all in under 10 days, but they are still totally happy and in love. 
Pass the car test and you guys should be good for 20+ years like Ted & Ivan!... Also 
congrats to Indy’s best-known queen and her prince of a husband, Gary Brackett 
and Bill Hendrix on their recent marriage out East. They’ve been together closing in 
on 30 years so all we cats can say is about time it became legal and a huge congrats 
wish from both of us to both of you!... And congrats to this column’s friend Jer on 
his first real boyfriend as well as his status as no longer a virgin. This Illinois boy 
now living in the south waited till he hit 21 for both and for that we say more power 
to you. By the way, we hear tell his man drives a big ass pick’em up truck. No word 
on whether he matches the vehicle’s stats!... And finally, big giggles to the person 
we shall leave unnamed who posted this as a Facebook status: “Six hours at the 
dentist later... Three wisdom teeth gone, two cavities filled, in so much pain, and I look 
like a beat up prostitute.” There’s just not anything we cats can add to that except to 
say feel better, meow and see you in September!
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